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CSU fees may
be frozen stiff

REFLECTIVE PERSPECTIVE

By William jeske
Spartan Dail, Staff Winer
,.01.7Nowinnnalent111

l’uoio in 112 Nicilots si,n0 1\ l)111
The orderliness of Clark Library’s interior is contrasted by a bicyclist’s distorted reflection as he zooms by at noon on Wednesday.

Order stirs
A.S. debate

Campus celebrates culture
B LACK

By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
it Anderson is afraid for her son’s safety at the
Fr.ui is ( aillimd Child Development Center.
"Ms son falls down and hits his head on the concrete
outs], le," Anderson said if the SJSU child care facilities
lotaic41 at 11)", s 10th Sit cut.
Bill the i-s- itiveoi der to speed up construction of
new 1.4,111111 issued is \ssociate Student Vice President
ikt V101111.11 List rt dii was deemed invalid Wednesdas
by A.S President \ hi liii Charell. The executive (mit,
required ’lie A. N. I...St.( I ive Director to immediately pm chase a Lit id slot t,ii St and San Salvador streets for a new
child care tenter and to hire an architect by March Si.
Charell said the order was never valid because for the
vice president to issue an executive order it requires
Charell to write a memo giving Yaghmai full presidential
authority. Chai ell said she was never absent from the
meeting during which Yaghmai issued the order, she had
See Center, page 4

Professor gets
honored title
By Leslie Asbury
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

s.I Itt Is Winegar,
SJSU professor of biologit al s( it.]
was selected by the research so«, ti Sigma XI iLS a
Distinguished Lecturer.
The title includes a two-year lecture circuit, during
which he’ll travel to universities across the nation to lecture on research in general
researtli
specific
and
Brinegai is , fluently working
on reseal( It in plant molecular genctits and the molecular genet it s of the California
coastal redwood tree. He will
discuss these projects and
their significance in some of
his lectures.
Brinegar was nominated
In professor Ronald Stecker,
an entomologist at SJSU.
Stccker was a Distinguished
rinegar
Lecturer and has served on
the Natio ’14.11 Board for Sigma XI for 15 years.
"(Brit legal) is well deserving and a good representative
of the quality of researchers here at San lose State,Stecker said.
See Brinegar, page 4
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(41MM-ilia Slate University state
residents who fear their fees being
hiked 111,1 take a sigh of relief for
three %cal, if Lt. Gov. Gray. Davis has
his was..
In I C11/.111C il/ the proposed fees
hikes by the I sr and the Uniyersity
of Caldorn la system, ( day. a
Deni,,t hit, is attempting to
hi et \ ear fee freeie folpaign for
lowed by a fly ev. car "Cap’ 14, keep
fees from rising 150 pert .iit that
fifth year," said press secretary Stevan
Allen.
The moratorium would affect the
CSU, UC and community college systems.
The MI/1.1110111111 would affect the
1CC imposed by all
state i.1111
CSU cant misc. bit( ilit campus fees
indi\
idual campuses,
imposed In
OS it iate direcsaid John Bradhi ii
tor of financial aid .it !sal, Jose State
University.
Allen said fees may have eclipsed
health ( ,41 c fees and that raising
tuition fees is slowly pricing the middle (1,4, ii111 tf college classrooms.
"1 t 14 iiik the fee freeze is) a wonderful idea," Bradbury said.

"The Case Against Fee Increases"
(CAB), a document provided by
Davis’ press office in Sacramento,
cites that student fees have increased
100 percent in the last fist- years.
Also, students are "more in debt
than ever before
they are in
greater debt per capita than citizens
of the former Soviet Union and
Mesit it combined."
1 lie document also says that in
the last five years higher education
enr,,Ilment has declined by over
200,000 students. For CSU students,
fees rose 103 percent since 1990.
As fees increased so did student
debts, CAFI notes. Borrowing
increased 65 percent among CSU
students from June 1993 to June
1994. Of the students eligible for
CAI. Grants in 1994, only 18 percent
received them; a 20 percent decline
since 1989. Since 1993 student loans
increased from $3,725 to $ 4,580 for
all academic systems.
"As fees and debt have increased,
hundreds of thousands or students
are no longer able to afford higher
education, CAFI states. Of a poll of
CSU students, 37 percent "fear not
having enough money to continue
their education."

5
0
MONTH

By Lisa Brown
spartanti suit- Writer
is commemorating Black
NI. mai with many campus actiyitic ,
Dave Ross, Ma. k studttit Union Vice
president, said es (ills lot the monthlong jubilee range it on; celebrating
virtues to the dist IISS11,11 tutil dC11.11C uuf
irnipr 1.111i issues affecting Alt it
it Todd%
’IodaN the BM will bring Alin an American high school sander’’,
for Black Recruitment Day. is hit Ii is ill
take place in the Student ("won
Ballroom. The goal is I, expose them
to a college atmosphet. Kt ,ss said.

\14 144.till to cdis dic high Si hi if sm.
&ills about the oppoillffillIcs ti aul,thle
to black striderits iii .4,114 gc .ind bring
young
excitement ansl .tW,11
black high school studetits," Ross said.
"Vy’e want to show (young AfricanAmerican-, Ili, , iii make it to college...he said,
iii i x%,, to show young people
Nh ii am.kitierical I u Olive is the Atri(.in
Man Re, giumtj.uti (
cilium- which will
be held on Feb. 29. at 6 p.m. in the
Student I 1111111 B.1111 110M.
"The .\lt 44.414 Man Cerernoin is a
chance to 44,111C il,gether and re, 1<iii/(’
voting blacks III the local) cornintiiim
and San jose who don’t get recognized
often enough." Ross said.

111,1/1

i

I-,

’

Aft,. ,t, Amer-nail students }Lit iii p
in 1)- I meetings which are held es,
Thfu sslaY ii 6 p.m. in the Student
Union in the Guadalupe Room.
A calendar of Mrican-American
Awareness events is available at the
Student Activities office or in the
Information Center at the Student
Union.
The activities planned for this month
are spoitsored
by
the African Awareness Month Planning Committee,
the Associated Student Program Board.
1.1w President’s Igfice, the Institut, ,t
Social Responsibility and the .kfrican American Studies Department

SJSU Black History Month highlights
Vern, .11 \ 111 will speak tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Student l’inon Ballroom, featuring a show titled,
One Man Malcolm X."
Feb. 15, Martin Luther King III will give a lecture titled "My Father’s Dream," at 7 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditoriutn.
An African -American poetry reading and
potluck will take place at 6:30 p.m. at Moulder
I fall Feb. 16 and will be followed by a candle light
vigil in honor of Harr ict Tubman.
Delta Sigma Theta will sponsor a gospel con«-rt featuring prominent local gospel churches at
7 p.m. Feb. 17 in the Music Hall.
Noelle Hrahan from Equal Justice U.S.A.
speaks about Mumia Abdul _lama! Feb. 20 in the
Student Union Guadalupe Room ncxm to 2 p.m.

1mb 22, tittle isiTl he an
Ft.m 1-chi 211 ill;
Afri, .111 kmerican \I Ii ketplace from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. of the Student I mon.
The Rev. Cecil Vs 111141MS will speak in a lecture
the
Institute
for Social
sponsored
by
Responsibility at 12:30 p.m. Feb. 21 in Morris
[Miley Auditorium.
It will be Brothas and Sista, Day Feb 22. At
noon there will be a talent shows ase ill the
Amphitheater The event will ht. lollossed bi .1
cussion front 6:30 p.m. to ¶1 p.m iii he
Multicultural Room in the Student I 1114,11
hevIth sell ices
Dr. Oscar Battle Jr. from
11)s 0,,cridepartment 011 speck Feb. 23
\ met 5.115
non and On I, I, ii e of mi V10,
Kink’ %sill 5p,..11, ii Ii, siudent Union
perspe,
Constatioan Room .0 noon

,,.
s
African-Atncl, 11., and minorities front Febr
26 through 28 Iiirn 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in dui:nine limn Room in the Student Union.
ftic 27, K4)ti and ..1.swaci will conduct a discussion titled, "Reflections on the Homeland," from
!login to 3 p.M. 111 the U1.1111111111111 RI iii III !fie
Stti(lutit
l’arai ( :1)itica will Iii lit_tim tilts, 11,1l111
lighting sultilial misinformation about African Americans Feb. 28. from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Student 1..104,1 Rafiroom.
Man Recognition Ceremony will
’FIR’ Alit,
he on Feb. 2’.
p.m. arid will be followed by. a
1,,
ni I 111,1i1 1111! n .1,1
ensembl,

Smoky blaze singes part of downtown church
By William Jeske
Spartan Daily Staft Writ,

The third floor of the Chun h of
San Jose at II nit and San Fernando
streets caught fire Wednesday morning.
There were no injuries said San Jose
Fire Department public information
officer John Castro.
The fire department received a call
at 8:40 am about "flames and smoke
coming 11,111 .1 l hurch."
Dave Siaho, an SJSU political scisaid he saw the smoke bilence
lowing from the t hurt It’s third floor.

Reeve writes book

"There was a lot 01 smok, I iiiii out
)%itichnss But tht s 1,1 ought it
of
mulct iiior& n mimi win kIN "
(Ti’t!" saicl the thi cc .,lat ill Iiic
brought in .15 personnel w ith 1 Ss
trucks and sums ii \ Chit les.
Fire fighters Hi, ed their was in
through the shin, li’s11,4itt do"t and
climbed ’Irian 5 1111111 11.1CS i II,min
tered the lire 1111 1111- 11111,1 1 un n a
a it, , hails and a
hack room
table.
rson in( csi ig.. tin 101 Ni’t’bber
lietked el« in, .41 plugs mid saw that
.t.tt,,
It.in
ODA mtc

Painting away

Christopher Reeve
has signed with Random
House to write a book
about his life before his
tiding accident, and the
struggle he faces now.
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A hack door leading intc) the room
stall way leading up to it was
with
slightly alai. ( .astro said.
lust -ills five minutes atm! the fire
was ,,intained a canine iinestigation
III lii \sax brought in
( astio said thai Dolth, a black
I abradot 1,1 iii lit locations with
.111RDIS MT ani.
In dim
oniptimids containing only hYdrogen
and , at bon silt /1 as methane, a flammable gas.
an). so it was accidental but
ills
s.w!

.111 i s,Is it\\ .1.44 .11.S011.11, 11 Ili, \,1111CS.4(i

llt

Samples 4)1 hydrocarbons found by.
Dolth are being processed in a laboratory and results will available in a week
to ten days.
The cause of the fire, resulting in
damage Castro estimated at $80,000 to
$100,000, is still under investigation.
A representative from the Church
of San Jose r ould not be reached for
comment.
Soon after the building was secured,
Mar. in Davis Cisiistrin tiOn lin was
boarding up windows and other i tint.
t4,nstrin non
strut non net
W1,1 1.11 11.1t Mill si sail

Disney takes over

Restricting speech

Federal regulators are
prepared to remove the
last obstacle to The Walt
Disney Co.’s proposed
$1.9 billion takeover of
Capital Cities/ ABC Inc.,
creating the world’s
largest media company.

Portions of the Internet
will get the electronic
equivalent of a black
crepe border Thursday to
protest legislation which
would restrict on-line
speech.
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OPINION

Thursday, February 8, 1996

San Jose State University

Students are more interested in what type of shoes they’re wearing than in graduating...

The
Catch -22
of
Caller ID

Why SJSU students
don’t graduate in time
By Jeff Niese
average SJSU student takes a
The
whopping 10 units a semester, and
freshman-to-degree time is 5 1/2
tears, while the CSU system average is 4
1/9 years. Transfer students like it here
also, as they spend an average of four years
here, according to Instructional Resources
Center.
Sure I’ve heard all the excuses: I can’t
get the classes I need to graduate. I have to
work, my sick dog needs me.
The truth is, college life supplies a blanket where college students can hang out
away form the worries of the world. College
is just a better extension of high school
because no parents and no curfew can only
spell F-U-N.
SJSU students need to wake up and
smell the carbon monoxide in the air.
These are the ’90s, and the boob tube generation is growing up and is unsure what to
do without the mommy and daddy safety
blanket.
Recently, the CSU Board of Trustees created a plan to phase out remedial education.
I salute the board members for their
courage to say not everyone deserves to
attend a CSU. For too many years, SJSU
has been wasting money on classes that
shouldn’t even be here. SJSU should not
have to waste money because high schools
cannot do their job. Money that SJSU
could be spending on much better things
like more classes, more professors or finishing all this damn construction.
The Trustees’ plan to decrease remedial
education 10 percent by 2001, 50 percent
by 2004 and 90 percent by 2007 is way too
slow.
If the Trustees really wanted to improve
the CSU S\ qem, they’d cut remedial educa

other people.
Lets cut through all the hot air.
The other day I had a conversation with
my editor on how to refer to handicapped
people in a story. I thought that disabled
people were in fact wheel-chair bound, but
my editor told me that disabled people
only used a wheel-chair for mobility and
therefore disabled people are not bound to
it.
Then a voice of reason, a voice that has
taken classes on this very subject, enlightened us thus: you do not attribute a person’s disorder to him or her.
Which got me thinking that people are
too damn insecure.
It’s SJSU students’ insecurities that keep
this campus divided. Walk anywhere on
campus, groups of white and black are all
over. Black students hang out on the steps
to the Spartan Bookstore. Asian students
live in the bottom floor of the Student
Union. Whites don’t have a set headquarters they just clump together in groups
all over. Look at the Student Union cafeteria; the layout of tables looks like a checkerboard filled with black and white spots.
Sure we got rid of segregation in the ’50s
and ’60s, but now we have social segregation.
Students on this campus are like scared
little children, afraid to approach someone
different then them because they are insecure about themselves.
JeffNiese is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
tion 100 percent by fall ’96, and use ttus
money to cut student fees.
Students are more interested in what
type of shoes they’re wearing than in graduating. To some, graduation seems like a
very far off and highly unattainable goal.

The many students that are aimlessly
oaming through SJSU are taking up time
and money that could be better spent. If
students need a place to contemplate their
existence, the streets seem to work for

From the Heart

Getting in the spirit of Valentine’s Day
I was a first-grader, my
When
teacher would have us buy or
make valentine cards for our fellov, classmates on Valentine’s Day. We
would all put the valentines into a decorated cardboard box and pass it around.
I couldn’t wait to get my valentines we
would each get one from every classmate.
After the exchanges, we would giggle
and say, "Thank you." Then we would go
back to playing table football and throwing
spitballs.
Yet, one thing I remember is walking
home with a warm feeling inside because I
had been appreciated. As far as I knew I
was in heaven, or at least first-grade heavmy life had
en. I felt loved and special
meaning.
Pretty incredible what a little card and
those heart-shaped candies can do for a
kid, huh?
Anyhow, now 17 years later, I find myself
simply asking, "What happened to that
happy-go-lucky first-grader?" Has he been
lost in a world that learns to say mostly,
"Me, me, me"?
With Valentine’s Day being so commercialized today, with condoms on sale everywhere, roses priced double, See’s candies
selling like wildflowers, and society telling
us that we have to have that special someone to be our valentine, the spirit of the
holiday can get lost in the shuffle.

EDDIE
ZACAPA

Event if we have a boyfriend or girlfriend,
the pressure to impress that special someone is definitely there. Some couples spend
hundreds or thousands on jewelry or diamonds just on Valentine’s Day alone.
"I hate Valentine’s Day now," one of my
friends told me. "It’s like if you don’t have a
boyfriend you feel so lonely."
Isn’t the reason we have Valentine’s Day
to appreciate our friends and make sure
they are not alone? At least that’s how it
was when I was in the first grade. Are firstgraders possibly one step ahead of us?
"The kids love it," said Margaret Coutts,
a Valley Christian first grade teacher. ’They
really enjoy the opportunity to get the affirmation from their classmates. I try to do
similar activities more than once a year for
the kids to affirm each other."
And we should enjoy the opportunity to
affirm our friends and classmates throughout the year as well. So many times we get

bogged down with school, work and relationships that we forget about the important people in our lives.
"We as adults tend to take each other for
granted," Coutts said. "Sometimes I never
take the time to tell a person how special
they are with a little card. But it is good to
do it."
But what can we do to not get so caught
up in the mumbo jumbo of society’s expectations and pressure to fit in? Well, how
about looking back at the original reason
or reasons we have the holiday in the first
place?
One possibility is that the holiday sprang
to life with an old English belief that birds
chose their mates on February 14. William
Shakespeare mentioned the theory in "A
Midsummer Night’s Dream."
Others trace the holiday to an ancient
Roman festival called Lupercalia. The festival was held to ward off wolves. During the
celebration, young men would strike
women with strips of animal hide to make
them more fertile.
The eSrly Christian church has at least
two saints named Valentine who were both
martyrs. According to one story, the
Roman Emperor Claudius II, about 200
years after Christ’s death, prohibited young
men to marry. The Emperor believed that
single men made better soldiers. Our hero,
St. Valentine disobeyed the order and

secretly married young couples.
An even more widely known story is the
one of the St. Valentine who made friends
with children. He was later imprisoned
because he refused to worship false gods.
The children missed him and would send
him letters in jail between the bars of his
cell window.
"I emphasize the stories of St. Valentine,"
Coutts said. ’Whether or not the stories are
real isn’t certain, it’s kind of like the story
of St. Nicholas."
Who knows how we really ended up with
Valentine’s Day, but the point is, how can
we make the most out of the holiday? St.
Valentine cared about people and would
never let anyone feel lonely or left out. He
shared the gift of love and gave his heart to
people all year round. Therefore we
should, too.
"That’s why we exchange cards," Coutts
said. "Because he (St. Valentine) gave the
love ofJesus and we can do the same."
The bottom line is we should live to give
others hope to put smiles on people’s
faces, as St. Valentine did. I know 1 wouldn’t mind getting a couple of little Valentine
cards coming my way.
Eddie Zacapa is a Spartan Daily Columnist.
His column appecrrs every Thursday.

Letter

Civil
rights in
question
After reading the column concerning police access on the
Internet, I have found that I need
further clarification concerning
the application of this power. As I
am sure most of us know, police

do not have unlimited access to
speech in the United States.
In the United States, it is illegal for police to have access to
confession in any church. It is
also illegal to have access to
lawyer-client
conversations
along with doctor-patient conversations. More importantly
and better suited to the
author’s trade is the fact that
the court system does not
allow access to a journalist’s
sources.
I find this gross misstatement
to
be
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extremely interesting considering
the
author’s
background.
However, it is not a withdrawal
that I am searching for. I am
merely looking for a response in
which I can better understand the
author’s intentions. Does this
mean that the Internet should
govern free speech the same way
that we do as average citizens?
What about in other countries
that do not have the same regulations?
I look forward to a future
publication stating the true
intention of this article so I
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and other students can base our
judgments on a full and complete
column of information.
Michael Smith
Materials Engineering

By William Jeske
you heard a knock at your
Iffront door and viewed through
the peephole a guy wearing a
ski mask, would you open it?
That’s the same predicament
subscribers to Caller ID face.
Caller ID is a service provided by
some telephone companies that
allow callers to see the phone number of whoever’s calling with a digital readout device connected to
their telephones. This allows for
greater privacy and, in some cases,
greater safety for phone subscribers
to weed out unwanted callers.
But the screwy Catch-22 is that
callers can still get through to your
Caller ID phone without their
number appearing in the readout
window. What’s the point of investing its this service if it can be so easilybypassed?
June I, the service will be available in California, which I think is
long overdue. When my phone

If you’re gift
to call someone
shouldn’t you be
prepared for the
person whom
you’re cA_Iitgi to
know it’s you?
rings I should know, just by looking
at the screen, whether it’s someone
I know. I’ve been annoyed by unsolicited callers for too long. This is
an annoyance I am not alone jr
feeling.
But with Caller ID, allowing
callers to block the number from
which they’re calling defeats its
purpose.
Some say this protects the
callers’ privacy. But that’s ridiculous.
If someone comes to my door,
he’s already given up his privacy by
identifying himself. Why should
someone trying to communicate
with me via the telephone have his
privacy protected? After all, isn’t he
intrudinF on mine by even calling?
If you re going to call someone,
shouldn’t you be prepared for the
person whom you’re calling to
know it’s you?
When I’m tapping away at the
keyboard in the newsroom, be it
the Spartan Daily or some established daily with a humungous
account to cover libel and slander
lawsuits, and the phone rings, I
would like to know if it’s a source
calling me back, a wrong number
or the Cult ... er ... Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
calling to yammer and holler for
my having badmouthed it for its
holding that Native Americans are
the descendants of a God-cursed
Hebrew race.
Pac Bell’s intention to allot VI51
million to educate its subscribers
on how to use Caller ID is a woW
drain’ step forward. But must the
also teach how to bypass the Il:.
function?
Why even call it Caller 113i.
Perhaps it should be called Callee
Covert or Caller Surreptitious.
Caller ID is a good call on the
California 9th District Court o(
Appeals, but for there to be the
ability to call without identifying
the caller, its just a wrong number
calling.
William leshe is a Spartan Daily Staff
Wnter.
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Sigma Alpha Phi
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I:30p.m.

Student Union, outside

amphitheatre. Call 534-1140.

piii Ntr el AI Stuthlit
I mon Ii.ort of boolcstrot
(.all !V.!! .‘t.120.

FRIDAY

The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
General meeting. 12:30p.m.1:30p.m. Engineering Bldg..
rm. 333. Call 224-3.
Asian American
Christian Fellowship
"Relationships." 7:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
rm. Call 286-6427.
Associated Latino and
Mexican-American Studies
Students (ALMA.SS)
Meeting. 5:30p.m. Spartan
Complex West, DD. 31.
Call 971-8437.
Black Student Union
Weekly meeting. 6p.rn.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rtriCall 9244229.
Crusade foe Christ
"NlMe." 8p.m.
e
Student Union, Almaden rm.
Call 2944249.
Chicano Commencement ’96
Open meeting. 5:30p.m.
Wahiquist Library, nn. 614.
Call 29541029.

t

11111111’M ’ill .1 11111/1111111
ci

lilt’

111,11

Biendan Liston -ceramics,

.4.11 15111 1/

Kyoko Fisc.her-painting,

10th St. Call 998-K133.

Spartan

1 RI

11111,11.4.1if I

Improvised Music: Studies
Mariachi Workshop
"Learn to play :aid sing
Mariachi music." (one unit
credit). 7p.m.-9:30p.m.
Music Bldg.. tin. 186.
Call 924-4675.

1411W111.1,11

Ilaan.-4p.m. Alt Bldg.

OW

inedital I III

(Coed lass enforcement

Chi Pi Sigma
house, 230 S. 10th St.
(ill 998-8433.

Lambda Phi Epsilon
tn.
"PaintBall."
111 Uranittin Dr., Sunnyvale. Call 292-8004.
The Listening Hour
"Opus 90: 20th Century
Clamber Music," featuring
Torn Bacon on horn.
12:30p.in.-1:15p.m. Music
Bldg., concert hall.
Call 924-4631.

P4 1 1,01111-1’1;01’ sul ’1"
Imelip
I luabetli Its lof will appear
III .111 111111 51111111 Is night «nne11 11 on Fel, ’21., locc 1uning part
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Women’s Resource Center
Weekly open support group.
Ill: 111p.m. Administration
Bldg., no. 207. Call 924-6500.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Helen 4%4)m:1-mixed media,
Cynthia Hanson-BFA exhibit,
Brendan Liston-ceramics,
Kyoko Fischer-painting,
Isabel Brown-painting,
Six various artists-fiberworks.
ila.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 924-4328.
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Fencing Club
Meeting and practice.
Spartan
Cotnplex, rm. 089.
280-6019.
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.1 little juice box containing a

,.iney, foul-tasting nutrient soh,drink is necessary
Brooke and Drew
can’t digest the complex proteins
in most foods, according to their
Mother.
For Mrs. Evans, Neocate is an
111,800-a-month miracle that has
transformed her achy, nauseated
children into relatively healthy
kids.
For Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of the Rochester Area, Neocate is
not a covered expense. The insurance company contends that if it
were forced to pity for the
Neocate, it could set a precedent
that could raise premiums for others.
The battle is now in court. At
issue is whether Neocate is a non Covered food supplement as
defined under the insurance pollThe nutrient
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paychecks start. Especially if you join
Adobe. We offer big -company

success with

a small -company attitude. Of course, we

didn’t become the world’s third -largest
personal computer software developer
without tots of hard work. But when your
products lead the industry year after year.
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Or send your resume to Adobe Systems, College Relations, Dept. 515096, 1625 (haileston
Rd., P.O. Box 7900, Mountain View, CA 94039 7900. fAX (415) 969-7491. ((IF.
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On Campus Interviews
Monday and Tuesday February 26th and 27th
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fun while doing satisfying, interesting
work, Adobe may be the place for you. To
find out more about job opportunities at
Adobe, contact your campus career plan
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Latter-day Saint Students
Association (IDSSA)
"Friday Forum - Eat, meet.
greet. 12:30p.in. 66S.
Sevet nit St.. C:ill 286-3315.

vtlien the

Hootie blows off threat

Sparta Guide is
free and available
ro students. faculty

InterFaitb Council
"World Community Planning Committee. 9:30a.m..
10:30a:tn, Student Union,
Mont:thro rm. Call 292-0555.

capped

’s) VS 51 IRkS1’) -

Call +46’5203.

Delta Sirius Pi
"Pima Night." 7:30p.m.
Roundtable. Saratoga and
Moorpark Ayes,
Call 983-4748.

,1

Liz all over CBS

Vietnamese
Student Association
"The Vietnamese Cultural
Show." 7p.m..10p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Call 450-9599.

Delta Lambda Phi
"Th’e’r e Here. We’re Queer."
Sprii. Sit Klein Union.

III

UV,. I/Cell

/I a Iii

Knight says Madonna right

ii.t1.11,111

at 51.2 million

lp.m.-4p.m.

Kendo and Naginata Club
"A unique class in Japanese
martial arts." 7p.m.-8:30p.m.
Spartan Complex, rm. 89.
Call 723-4823.

and
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has said ilia’ his
leas $.100,0011 a

51,11. .11111 III’, 111 5111.1nCe i%

Theatre Department
Play, ’American Agitator:
Mother Jones." 7prn. SJSU
Theatre, Fifth and San
Fernando us. Call 924-4551.
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Sigma Theta Psi
Rush event. 4p.m.
Pizza A Go.Cio, 117 E. San
Carlos St.
287-1091.

Chi Pi Signut

la"( /1.

1 1HW

S111.1r1

1 1,14.111
111,1

Six various :utists-fiber works.

Call 924-43311.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
-lesting." 2:30p.m.-5p.nt.
Student Union, Guadalupe
1111. Call 225-2224.

,1

1V

Isabel Brown -painting,

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
(Asian -Amen( all S. In gay).
"Night on the lown." 7p.m.
Meet at foe West Flail, front.
Call 924.8904.

Complex, iiii. 89.
Call 280-6019.

American Association of
Airport Executives (AAAE)
Open semester planning
meeting. 5:50p.m. Aviation
Bldg., rm. 108. Call 374-6150.

Ilr-leti Wrairl-mixed media,
exhibit.

Chi Pi Sigma house, 230 S.

5:30p.iii.-7p.m.

School of Art and Design
Studelit gallery exhibits:

IttrAe kr. ,igried
with Random !louse to write a
Ii’ o), cliorir hi, hie heti ue the
iii dc lit. and ilic striiggle he
tares inns
Randran noose refused to

Fellowship

Meeting. I2noun. Snub-tit
Union. ( Arst.uman
Call 267-5787.

.c

Superman signs book deal
\ ,
1.,

MSA
Friday prayers, "Salai-ul
Jummah." 115p.m.-2p.m.
Student Union, Costanotui
rm. Call 241-8938.

Spartan Christian

Fencing Club
Meeting and practice.

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
"Movie Night." fip.m.
Meet at Joe West Hall,
front. Call 924-8904.

Man of steel, Blowfish, and Rio

skating.

Rush e% rill. ice

"fraternity"). Open house.

ricral meeting

(

ond meeting of semesref 2p.m. Waltlyrist I ilk.
ran. alio! floor
( :all 246-25115.
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Stars of the
earth, these
golden
flowers

From page 1
just stepped 0th to the Kuhr-mint
Yaglunai said the executke order’s validity isn’t
solved and is in limbo.
In a Monday Spartan Daily article Yaghmai
said."There has been little effort by the Child Care
Task Force," and that has been his motivation in issuing the executive order.
Chairwoman for the Child Care
Task Force Denelle Fedor said,
"Mr. N’aghmai acted inappropriately. He has never twen to one of
our meetings. If he would’ve, he
would know how hard we have
been working."
Fedor said the task force has
beets moving cautiously to find
the best place for a child care center.
At the meeting, A.S. coordinator for the child
development center Fawn Bergman introduced
three options the Child Cafe Task Force was currently working on:
Option A is to purchase the Eighth Street property for $500,000, and then take out a loan for the
maximum amount affordable and build a facility
from the ground up.
Option B is to enter into a partnership with the
University Club and the University Foundation. The
child care center would be built as part of a multi-

46

pi (wide frit- the IleCCIS of all
use facility that is,
tin re entities in the pal met ship.
Option ( would be to putt base the Eighth Street
pope, iv lot $500,000 .111(1 finance a modular pi 0 jet I whit It %l ink] meet (odes and requirements hit a
c bad t are enter at a mote affordable cost than a
new facility..
The task force is
going to research these
three options and then
show their results to the
A.S. Board of Directors
April 3, Fedor said.
The original plan
to build a child care cenMike Yaglunai ter was to use the
A.S. vice president S’in(I,t)00 received from a
93 student body vote to
raise student fees :slid
build the center on land received free at the south
campus, Fed, it ...id.
bi the spi iii of ’95 the A.S. Board of Directors
voted not tr litrild at the site because of environmental emu tins it u olding to Fedor.
ugltiui said he doesn’t care if his executive
order becomes invalid. "1 just wanted to make child
and I think it did that."
cue a Maill IMAM
Anderson said the current child care center is
cramped and unsafe, -Give us a new safer center as
S1)OiI as possible."

I just wanted to make child
care ’a main focus ... and I
think it did that.

99

Brinegar

1

Plit/IIt 151 RONDA BRADR)R1) - SPARTAN DARN
Ron Tinseth, a 1990 art graduate of SJSU, takes advantage of Tuesdays spring-like weather to practice his calling. Tinseth uses watercolors to paint flowers growing near the Spartan Memorial Chapel.

No survivors in Caribbean jet crash
PUERTO

PLATA.

1)011’611’i...111

Republic (Al’) - A (barter jetliner
corning German tourists home
from the Caribbean crashed into
shot Is -infested waters off the
Dominir an Republic. There were
no signs Wednesday that :my of the
189 people aboard had survived.
Aircraft and Niats searching the
r
the
Dominican
waters
Republic ’s north coast spotted bodies. empo life rails and debris scattered Oyer two square miles. At
least 59 bodies were recovered. but
divers were wary of entering the
water.
There was MT tiurruediate information on the cause of the trash
late Tuesday. but the Boeing 757

11.1.171:1):

was substituted at the last minute.
off in light rain,
The plane it,,
then abruptly turned around and
appear ed ii lirarl hack for land.
The pilot did iira kith the control
am
tower abut it
problems.
Dominicaii 051.111, ,11 officials said.
The plane. brim of for Frankfurt
and Berlin is is owned by a Turkish
companc. bit uiri Air, and leased to
a Dommirau aniline, Alas de
Transporte 11)1,1 11,1, lonal.
The airline scas shut down temporarily in I¶l’03 after failing to
meet international safety standards. The German government
said the 757 had no permission to
land in Germany and questioned
whether the plane was insured.

0111Ig 11.0111ell

From page 1
Lee Dorosz, biology department chairman, said Brinegar has
been teaching botany and ecology
at SJSU for seven or eight years.
"He has a great background,"
Dorosz said.
Before coming to SJSU.
Brinegar was a research associate
at an agricultural biotechnology
company. He is currently the
the
SJSU
of
director
Biotechnology Education and
Research Institute.

Stecker said he chose to nominate Brinegar for his expertise
and his ability to address both a
diverse and a specialized audience.
"He’s a real people person and
a scientist," Stecker said. He also
said that when making his decisims to nominate, he asked his
colleagues and Brinegar’s name
came tip several times.
Sigma XI was started at Cornell
University in 1886. It hosts visits
from sr ientists who are making a

mark in their field.
"I’m psyched, especially since
I’m coming from SJSU, where the
emphasis is on teaching, not
rest-arch," Brinegar said. "We’re
more than teachers; we are
researchers as well."
Brinegar said he believes being
a Distinguished Lecturer will not
interfere with his teaching schedule. He said the biology department has shown great support
and will help cover his classes
when he has to miss them.

Airplanes, boats and helicopters
from Florida, the Bahamas, the
Dominican Republic and Puerto
Rico headed to the crash site, 13
miles north of Puerto Plata.
U.S. Coast Guard Lt. Lincoln
WASHINGTON (AP) - The I s ’fade deli( ir narfru Nocembei. the dr lit it \,1111 lapan Mopped tt.
Benedict in San Juan, Puerto Rico, rowed dramatically in Novelistic! 1, I 57.06 bill ir m. the $4.13 billion, the lowest It
.111,
lay 1993.
said pilots had spotted sharks in best showing in nearly two seats, as the gap with
C.s. 1mile Repicsirmilice \lir key Kantor said ill,
the area of the crash site.
Japan shrank to its smallest level since the spring of dedinnig deli( illdle( led the sun tess of the :Annuls
nation’s trade strategy, especially its efforts over the
"The area is shark-infested," 1993.
The Commerce Department said today that the past three years to boost American exports by targetBenedict said. "It obviously would
hamper recovery of either sur- deficit in goods and services dropped a sharp 13.5 ing kes Japanese trade barriers.
’( hit exports to japan are increasing at four times
percent from a revised October figure of $8.16 bilvivors or bodies from the water."
irters.
At least 59 bodies were recov- lion. It was the smallest imbalance since a $6.5 billion thu lit 1 imports from Japan. hr Ad
limn, ail markets took du November trade
ered and brought to Puerto Plata, deficit in March 1994.
The November improvement reflected a big jump improvement in stride. At noon, the Dow Jones indusGerman Ambassador Edmund
in sales of aircraft and computer parts as exports of trial average, which had set a new record on Tuesday,
Duckwitz said.
was down a slight 2.17
Four children had been aboard capital goods climbed to a
record level of $20.8 billion.
poitits at 5,457.44.
the plane.
Sales of military goods,
The deficit with
including Patriot missiles to
China also improved in
Saudi Arabia and helicopters
November, dipping to
to Greece, also took a big
$2.75 billion, compared
jump.
with $3.63 billion in
The improvement in the
October. The administraAmerican
trade
perfortion is threatening to
mance was coming none too
Mickey Kantor impose new trade sanctions
soon for the Clinton adminU.S. Trade Representative against China unless the
istration, which has been faccountry. does more to
ing a barrage of attacks
honor
a
commitment
about America’s internationmad, a %ear ago to crack
down on the piracy of
al performance on the camYmerican movies, computer programs and other
paign trail.
Republican opponents, most notably presidential
ipyrighted goods.
candidate Patrick Buchanan. have made America’s
1 he deli( it with Canada narrowrrl to $1.8 billion in
soaring trade deficits and the lost jobs they represent November, but the imbalance with Mexico surged to
a key litany in their complaints about the Clinton $1.67 billion, the highest level .in«. last March.
presidency.
The $7.06 billion deli( it in November reflected a
Even with the November improveim tit, the deficit 0.9 percent increase in exports of goods and services,
for the year is headed for an all-time nts 01 d with the which rose to $67.36 billion, and i0.7 percent drop
imbalance in merchandise alone expected to come in in imports, which fell to $74.41 billion. The trade
around $162 billion, surpassing the old mark of deficit is the difference between imports and exports.
The monthly trade deficit peaked in June at a
$152.1 billion set in 1987.
Analysts cautioned against reading too much into record $11.39 billion and has been showing gradual
the trade improvement, saying it reflected in large improvement since. Analysts expect the iinproving
part the fact that a sluggish U.S. economy was cutting deficit will help bolster the overall economy, which
into demand for imports as well as domestically pro- they believe slowed dramatically in the final three
duced goods.
months of last year reflecting lackluster consumer
"This is not the same as getting a big surge in dent:slid.
exports. It is just that foreign producers are sharing
They worry about how much trade can add to oversome of our pain," said Robert Dederick, chief eco- all growth, especially with Mexico, Europe and Japan
nomic consultant at Northern Trust Co. in Chicago.
continuing to soffit economic difficulties.
The improvement in the overall deficit came
The Clinton administration insisted that its aggressive efforts to tear down foreign harriers are begin- despite the fat t that America’s foreign oil bill jumped
ning to show results. Officials pointed to a string of 7.5 percent to $4.59 billion. The increase reflected
higher volume.
improvements this year with Japan.

with a sense of adventure!

Healthy. non-smoking, moderately active women, 20-35 years of age, normal weight, not taking birth
control pills, wanted for a study of how women acclimatize to high altitude. The study, a joint project
of the Palo Alto 17A Health Care System, the U. of Colorado, and the U. of California, requires you
spend approx. 12 nights at the Palo Alto VA (6 nights on 1 occasion and 3 nights on 2 others) in March May: and 12 days at the top of Pikes Peak (14,000 ft) in Colorado (Summer).

Nation’s trade deficit shows improvement
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Our exports to japan are
increasing at four times the rate of
imports.

99

Subjects completing the study receive $1,000 and an open-return plane ticket to Colorado. For more
information, contact Barry Braun, Ph.D. at (415)493-5000 ext. 64578.

self,

subliminal plastic motives
Produced by Matt Mahaffey
Featuring the single "C

The debut album

LAW ENFORCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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treated from Me qr.uiniti is, -- CMJ New Murk Repro,

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

couldn’t
you use some

Apo.

Aliter4

NEW
MUSIC
right about
now?

REPLICANTS

A new album featuring members of
FAILURE, TOOL. ZALIM
Produced by Replicants
Recorded and Mixed by Xen Andrews

Just What I Needed Silly lave Songs life 5 A Gas Cinisaiosie Ski
How Do You Sleep,’ Destination Unknown NO Good Trying
Are ’Friends’ Electric? Dirty Work rho Derslay ’tethers Ibiza Bar

I RLLILICIII I kl
()SO South Ba’,t ,11

ON SALE NOW

Looking for a challenging and exciting career working for one of the fastest growing
law enforcement teams in the country’ Then picture yourself as a member of The U S
Border Patrol.
The U S. Border Patrol is the mobile, uniformed, enforcement arm of the U.S. Department
of the Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service (lt4S). The Border Patrol detects
and prevents the smuggling and unlawful entry of undocumented aliens into the U.S
and is also the primary drug interdicting agency along the U S. land borders.
Border Patrol Agents enjoy one of the highest reputations among law enforcement
agencies throughout the U.S. and are renowned for their intense loyalty, fine esprit
de corps, and unmatched professionalism
Necessary Qualifications:
Be able to learn to speak and read
u S ca,zen
Spanish
Hold a valid driver’s license
Pass a background investigation
Not have reached your 37th birthday
by the time you are hired
Pass a drug test and medical exam
Have one year of qualifying experience or a Bachelor’s Degree
Sound Interesting?
If you think you can meet the challenge, apply by calling (912)757-3001. This 24 -hours -day telephone application system will be open from FEBRUARY 6-12, 1996 ONLY!
All qualified applicants will be scheduled to take a written test and an oral interview
All vacancies will be along the southwest border, with many vacancies anticipated in
the southern California area Applicants who wish, may be tested in the San Diego
area in early March.
basicp is
a
sgtslaCiCaeryssrfalllly completenge$2450 5-r$1.08r9o2u19-weekyear,
Selectedtraining programcandidatesmusttartin
per
outstanding benefits
.0
The INS is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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UC ruled exempt from wage rule in housing projects
I

/s \ .1 1.ES (AP)
he’
,th)’i ina is exempt bum .1 stoic
, ..11ing wage 1.1w iii building Iodising for
iih Aalf and mai tIii students twat the
I .1 1 ainpus, %as, .1 state’ appeals (emit.
I In law requires }robin age’ it les to pay.
%ailing local wages in ’robin -works ((Ills. But the 211(1 District Cow t if
Appeal, in a riding made imitate
Vednestlay, said the lass. did not appls lit
the "core eeltit a
al him non." of the
university’, an independent 1,,,dk nlei the
state t’anistinition.

"Ensuring access to qualified students
who otherwise could not attend, and
tie( tlt ing the services of outstanding bruits .0 id staff ... is at the heart
l
educational function," said Jusnt e Reuben
Ortega in the 3-0 ruling.
The faculty and staff housing, already
completed, consisted of 86 homes built on
UC-owned land at Westchester Bluffs,
about 10 miles south of UCLA. When
some of the homes went unsold, sales were
veiled to the general public in 1994. The
mar I ied student housing, scheduled for

completion in 1997 is at Mar Vista Heal
the u tiiiptts. It Inc ludes 912 fiottslltg units
hi Id care center. The inns visits is
miff
using emit ely non -state halals for both
projects, the court said.
CC decided not to require prevailing
wages on the housing contracts after concluding that they would defeat the purpose of providing affordable housing for
employees and students, the court said. A
ersity study found that a prevailing.
wage requirement would increase student
rents to a level that would make it imp, ,ssi.

ble for mime students to attend U(.1.A.
The state Department of ’m1 1111E1.11
Rel.1111111% sought to require prevailing
wages 1111 tile pt OjeCts. The department
argued that the t ost of housing construe tion did not :diet t education, because the
university could make housing enure
affordable by paying subsidies to students
and employees.
Los Angeles Superior Court judge
William Huss ruled in the department’s
favor but was overruled by the appeals
court. The court said the issue was largely.

s’ boil IA a PI X11 stair Supreme Court
ruling that ese opted the unisersits from
having to pas pi cs ailittg wages It. its own
employees.
Ortega also noted that the prevailing%age law does not appls to many of the
t to t rae is awarded by the state’s large
"charter" cities, which have the power of
home r tile Sinular to 11:\ constitutional
independence
Lawyers for the university and
spokesman for the department could not
be reached lid .,111111ellt.

Researchers see hints that tiny quarks might be divisible
AN( .1 I I. S(Al’)
1.()S
Sc wit lists who Iasi i..tt found an
subatomic Ilillilltig l,Iii k
cif :natter c alled thu I p /oho k ate
assumphallenging the si
tion that quat ks ate In a made iip
of something even small, i
Their c It:divulge stems horn a
year of Wilt( hing Ito% ti iii ks collide inside the world’s niiist powerful particle acceleratot at the
Fermi National Laboratory in
Batavia, Ill.
The researchers saw a higherthan-expei ici I windier of haul,
ills beni.ecit
high-m(1g\
quarks when iIii hii cd posit nely
charged pat ticks callcd protons
in essence little hags of quarks
to crash into rare, negatively
also ctintaincharged an

itig quarks
Tlw way quark.s «illided told caromed off provided hints that
gOtt ks might have an internal
tarn( tine, in substructure.
II that were true, "just like a proton is made up of quarks, quarks
would be made up of something
even smaller," Melvyn Shochet, a
phssics professor at the University
uI ( hit ago, said in a telephone
noel s ww "Thursday. He’s the for.
tint spokesman for a 444-member
research collaboration that made
the observations.
But the physicists are hardly
ready to throw out the "standard
model" of particles and the forces
that act on them, which assumes
that quarks cannot be divided.
"There may be a few modifica-

There may be a few modifications or corrections
to the present theory which may explain this thing.
Anwor Shatd
scientist

Lions or corrections to the present
theory which may explain this
thing," Anwar Bhatti, one of the
scientists analyzing the collisions,
said in a telephone interview from
the lab. Bhatti is an assistant professor at Rockefeller University in
New York.
The research team, called
Collider Detector at Fermilab, last

month submitted the findings to
the journal
Physical Review
Letters, published by the American
Institute of Physics. They have not
yet been reviewed by other scientists.
The findings are the subject of a
news story appearing in Friday’s
issue of Science, the journal of the
American Association for the

Advancement of Scienc
"There is no one within the CDF
collaboration who at this point has
said we have seen evidence that
quarks are not indivisible,"
Shochet said. "We’ve made an
observation. It could be exciting; it
may be merely interesting. The
only way to tell is to continue analyzing the data and that’s just what
we’re doing."
One explanation is that the high
number of hard collisions is a statistical fluke, but that’s only given a
1 percent chance of being the
answer.
Another, more likely explanation is that the collisions involve
larger than expected numbers of
known energetic particles called
gluons, which are the glue holding

quarks inside the prowl
Top quark is the name giseti to
the subatomic particle scientists
believe is a basic building block of
matter formed during the "Big
Bang" that created the universe
about 15 billion years ago. Two
research groups announced on
March 2, 1995, that they’d found
the top quark, which is smaller
than a trillionth of the thickness of
a humaii hair.
Physicists believe there are three
pairs of quarks six quarks in all
which make up protons and
neutrons inside the nucleus of
atoms. The top quark was the last
to he isolated.

U.S. warns against Russia resuming fighter sales to China
military aggression
\\ASIIINC.FON

hula
Ls.
,, loi
ii Il iii111.11111 Ii il isilui
hc ii 1111. in I aiwili1 senior
shin 1./cpat uncut obi( tat said

,lo1111t1

lilt

111111.

\

es1111i

’1111A.
ViI PA( iii LOrd, assistant secretary
a "talc Ii, EasuAsian :Ind Pacific
Man s. also minitnite.el the but eat
hinese tlit,tt v aggtcsinti

\II
idence at out 111.posal at
111111 Ii ills to the ("101w:ion
i hit Ific Pc. tple’s Reptthli«)f
..11111.1 has nu illicit :Ion to inmate 111111 ’MN acti011: hod
told
the Senate
Foreign Relations
:ommittee’s panel
on List Asia.
like
Lord,
Defense Secretary
William Pert%
Inv.:day. wouldn’t
it .111 Ana( I. hi
( limaiii lansan
would pri woke a
military
l’.S,
response.
He stressed a I...S.
obligation to mtnnTtiwan’s
unit
defense hit e and
people
iii
of
said:
States
the
feel sir "ugh about
the ability of the
people of Taiwan to
their
determine
peacefully.
future
This sentiment must not be underestimated."
Even as the adt ll i ll istration
espressed concern about China’s
President
illiellti011S,
n11111.111
(liii don authorized the sale of sevworth
dollars
eral hundred million
of communications satellites to
Beijing.
The White House said the sale
was unrelated to concern about
China’s sale of nuclear weapons to
other countries or to regional sentrity.
’It’s consistent with our view
there needs to lw .1 constructive
engagement %%id, Ilona .null that
China is .1 lilt ’II Hill whit h we
have It vets 1111111111,111 ade relationship.- Pt 151(1(11 liii spokesman
Mike M(1.11115 said.
011 Tuesday’, Peres said he was
concerned hut not alarmed that
China was using "tuditaii nianet
wring" lei Ill to 1111111,11. I 1.uwan’s
March 23 11.111111 1.111 iltsid. 1111.11

hma
Asked 1;1 1 the United States
is, iilil di,t China did threaten
laiwan, I. in. said he could not be
1111/1e Spe1 liii than the commitment spelled out in the Taiwan
Relatie its .Nct. That document, the
basis if the unofficial U.S. relations
Wi III laiwan, sass belligerent
ae lions meant to ’determine the
future of the island would be "of
grave concern" to the United
States.
Perry said Chinese officials asked
Joseph Nye, then
the assistant secretary of defense for
international security affairs, during
a visit to Beijing
November
last
how Washington
would respond if
Taiwan
were
threatened.
Perry said Nye
"We
answered,
don’t know what
we
would
do,
because it’s going
to depend on the
circumstances,
and you don’t
know what we
would do."
Paul Simon
"At this point at
Illinois senator
least, with the present level of concern but no imminent danger, I
don’t believe we
will make a statement more definite than that," Perry said.
Taiwan is the seat of the
Nationalist government that fled
China’s mainland in 1949 after losing a civil war to communist-led
forces. Beijing regards Taiwan as a
renegade province and refuses to
rule out the use of force to retake
it.
In a speech on the Senate floor
Tuesday,
Paul Simon, D-111.,
said U.S. air pt .r should be used
to defend Taiwan if China
attacked.
"If China is permitted logo and
grab Taiwan, I think it will be only
a matter of time before China goes
and takes Me ingolia and other
areas," Simon said.
"I think the best way of maintaining stability in that area of the
world is to be ’firm. China should
tint think that for a moment that
she ii,, invade Taiwan without having 1111111% 11101)11111%."

I think the best
way of maintaining
stability in that area
of the world is to be
firm. China should
not think that for a
moment that she
can invade Taiwan
without having
serious problems.

TRAVEL THE HEART OF THE ORIENT
VISIT THAILAND AND MALAYSIA
JOIN THE CAL STATE HAYWARD SUMMER QUARTER
ABROAD AT THAMMASAT UNIVERSITY IN BANGKOK
Earn academic/transfer credit and learn from experts about
the booming Pacific Rim and South East Asian culture. Visit
Buddhist temples, Bridge on the River Kwai, ride elephants in
Chiang Mai, swim at Phuket and Pattaya beach resorts. Four
week Study Program followed by two week Discover Thailand
Tour. Complete regular business, social science and general
education courses with Hayward faculty. June 17 to August 6,
$3,500 package includes airfare, study tour, meals, and lodging. Discover Thailand Tour without Study Program $2,500.
Enroll by March 29. More into: Professor Shyam Kamath
(510) 885-4275 or Julie Clark (510) 885-3538

NI( )S(;OW Al’)
Rossi .1 said Wednesday.
it was resuming sales of its high-performance
Su-27 fightei jets to China, as part of a deal
that will let China make the warplanes itself in
the future.
"We need this contract to save our own
industry from coming to a halt," Alexander
Shokhin, a lawmaker and a negotiator in the
deal, told The Associated Press.
Under the same agreement, but in a separate contract, Russia will build a factory in
China to produce the fighters, Shohkin said.
Although Shohkin did not specify the number of jets to be sold before China begins to
manufacture its own, The New York Times
Wednesday put the number at 72.
The deal’s timing is seen as particularly significant given growing tension between China
and Taiwan. Later this year, Taiwan will begin
taking delivery of 150 American F-16 fighters
and 60 French Mirage-2000 fighter-bombers.
Chinese officials told The New York Times
that their country wanted the contract kept
secret until the end of the year, when Russia

would be requited to t epoi t it to the Limed
Nations, and that they were not happy about
the revelation.
It was kept secret until Friday, when the
Russian air force commander, Gen. Pyou
Deinekin, told journalists in Moscow that
Russia had sold China the license for Su-27
production in a deal worth more than $2 billion. Word of the aircraft sales leaked out
after that.
It has been known since 1992 that Russia
was selling high-performance Su-27 jets to
China. The deal stalled after only 24 jets were
delivered because of disagreement over the
method of paymeilt.
China has been pressuring Moscow to
transfer Su-27 production technology to
Chinese aerospace industries but the Russians
had balked until payment terms for the readymade plane deliveries were settled late last
year.
It was not clear which of the Sti-27’s several
versions would be sold to China, but apparently the most sophisticated ones would not.

Ilyukhni, who heads the Russian parliament’s security committee, dismissed concerns that the deal would undermine stability
in the region.
"Experts have conducted a comprehensive
anal% sis of the military and technical aspects
of the deal and came to the conclusion that it
is safe," he said.
"After all, no one saw anything wrong in
the sale of modern fighters to Taiwan,"
Ilyukhin said.
Beside selling the fighter jets to Taiwan. the
United States also has recently provided
Taiwan with command and surveillance aircraft that have given its air force air command
superiority over China. the Times reported.
Last year, Taiwan began deploying the first
squadrons of its own new fighter, based on
the F-16 design.
Ilyukhin said the contract with China will
provide a "big boost" to Russia’s ailing
defense industries. Russian officials see the
expansion of fi,r cign weapons trade as a key
source of fowl,
support these industries.

New smog plan increases winter emissions
LOS ANGELES (Al’)
Air
quality officials are considering a
seasonal approach to regulating
pollution allowing industrial
emissions to increase in winter,
the traditional smog off-season.
The seasonal plan, which will
not come up for a vote until later
this year, is part of a broader overhaul of smog rules that the South
Coast Air Quality Management
District board is considering.
In a report to he presented
Friday to the board, agency staff
urges allowing manufacturing
plants to release more smog-causing compounds in December,
January and February, while cutting emissions the rest of the year.
Total pollution released during
the year by the affected industries
would not change. But moving
some summertime emissions into
the winter, when winds and cooler
temperatures keep the skies much
clearer, would ease smog during

the region’s peak polluting season.
Ozone, the lung-damaging gas
that stings the eyes, is the main
component of smog and it’s rarely
a problem in winter. During warm
months, the Los Angeles Basin is
blanketed by a punishing layer of
ozone formed when emissions
react with sunlight, then get
trapped by still air. About 95 percent of the area’s health violations
occur
from
April
through
September.
"The atmosphere can tolerate
greater emissions in the winter
without compromising air quality
as a result of less sunlight to drive
the photochemistry," the AQMD
staff report says.
Air quality staff hope the seasonal strategy can ease the economic blow to manufacturers tn.
letting them shift some production to winter months rather than
install costly equipment to comply

Writers
Wanted
Access Magazine is looking for contributors
for the Spring 1996 issue.
Writers: Submit queries to DBI-1 Room 213 by
Wednesday, February 14 by Noon.
With your entries, please attach your name,
phone number and best times when you
can be reached.
For more information, call 924-3260.

with pollution limits. But the con
cept is getting a cool respons,
from one industry leader.
"I don’t personalls ktitas
industries that would see it as ii
advantage," said Cat \ slat ford
vice president of Terra ’intim?,
in suburban Venton.
The plan, if implemented
could affect the work force at hui
dreds of plants in Los Angeles.
Orattge, San Bernardino and
Riverside counties.
"There may be a greater need
for temporary workers in the nonozone winter season," the AQM D
report sass. Moreover, a,s fat dines
shift their production se. lieditles
to winter, unemplovnient «m id
rt., during the snuig season."
AQMD spokesman Bill Kell%
said AQMD staff is evaluating what
kinds of companies could help

Plastics N
Is Now Hiring
We have a part-time position
in our Blossom Hill store for
someone who enjoys people
and wants to learn more
about plastics.
Training is provided. Plastic
experience is not required.
TAP employees enjoy competitive pay, advancement
opportunities, profit sharing
plan, and other benefits.
Great experience for graphic,
art, and design majors

.
S.

Apply In person at
TAP Plastics
1008 Blossom Hill Road
San Jose, CA 95123
TAP to an Ftgunl Opportunity Panployor

40Ke a Filth
lost Drill;
LSATGMATGREMCAT
If you took the test today, how would you score
Come find out.
Take a practice test, proctored exactly like the real thing.
Learn strategies from Kaplan teachers that will help you
ace the exam on test day.
Don’t miss out on this cost-free, risk -tree opportunity.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to reserve your seat!
Santa Clara: Saturday, February 10th
San Jose State: Sunday, February 11th

KAPLAN
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.Jose State University

Spartans balance
talent and skills

Sports Focus
Results
Men’s Gymnastics
Spartans gra .4: ’or
Stanford and Brighan,
Young

By Lindy Bois-vet t
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Sputa. loth Staff %tier

See story on top of page
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See golf on tortorn of page.
Football
SJSU football coach
John Ralston plays wiz
ard as he hopes to pick
quality freshman recruits.
See top of page 7
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Men’s Basketball
Utah State at SJSU,
Event Center, Thursday,
7:30 p.m.
University of Nevada at
SJSU,
Event Center, Saturday,
730 pm

’ti

Rugby
Spartans face Santa
Clara University at noon
Saturday at St. Mary’s
University. Spartans will
also go head-to-head
with St. Mary’s at 4 p.m.
and Stanford at 6 p.m.
Softball
Spartan Kick-Off
Tournament, PAL
Stadium,
Saturday and Sunday, all
day
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Garrett Donahue performs a hand stand on the parallel bars inside the Spartan
gymnasium during an afternoon practice Tuesday.

Women’s Gymnastics
_ma State ut
Nast gton,
Seattle, Wash., Friday,
(TBA)
SJSU at Seattle Pacific,
Seattle, Wash., Saturday
(IBA)

Baseball
SJSU at San Diego State,
Saturday, 5 p.m.

wood,

(It the staiiiiiid
sill lit’ 1,, tig111/(’S

Women’s Basketball
University of the Pacific
at SJSU,
Event Center, Friday,
7:30 p.m.
University of Nevada at
SJSU,
Event Center, Sunday. 2
pm

Men’s Gymnastics
Spartans face BYU and
Stanford, Spartan
Gym .7:30 p.m.

SPARTAN DAILY

We try to hit everything we
can at practice, and go in with a
good attitude. We’ve had good
woi konts. We train hard. We’ll
do the best we can, just like
iiivone else would.
Garrett

Dorellele

SJSU

gymnast

stanhird is good at everything,"
(Is said.
"Darren Elg does everything:
According to Edwards, the Spartans
to watch are junior Ed Salado on
(loot, rings and pummel horse, junior
[tit D011ahlle Olt floor and parallel
hats, and senior Carl Nove on floor
eei ise.
Because there are only eight gymnasts on the SJSU team and six gymnasts perform each event, many of the
Spartans are competing in all events:
still rings, pummel horse, floor exercise, vault, high bar and the even parallel bars. Stanford’s tram consists of 11
gymnasts meaning fewer will be competing all around.
Act itohng to Donahue, the Spartans
are putting in long hours of practice
with the hopes that it will payoff on
Satin iI,ms, - (We) try to hit everything
Ste i .111 at practice," Donahue said,
"an,1 go 111 with a good attitude. We’ve
good
11.111
workouts.
We train hard,
-’II do the best we can, just like anyIs( so inld"

Golfers look to continue dominance
Spartans ranked No. I with
two top ranked players
By Paul Eiser
Spartan

Flier(’ are sit is, mien on the
this

Alit Iiiis \ hi,.
Steil., Mi, 1111114

Daily Staff Writer

In the midst of a Ineakthiough
season, the SJSU golf team has iiii
higher hopes as its trans’ thin 1,, the
Western
Athletic
(..otiference
approaches.
The golf team, led In .1 1.11 I, \hal;
has won SS tottniailit
Aii(I
77 individual champion, in the last
Pi slats,
\lost recentk, the team won the
mituinal champ wships tot 1987,
1989, 1992. The Spat taus ha\ e also
won the Big West ( ...lite! eine
Championships 10 straight tutu-,
This season the team is tanked #1
over the likes of 1(11
.nd Tulsa,
according to Gale.
1%’e’re going to cream them."
Gale said of the competition.
The players this year are equalh
confident of a successful season. "1
think we’re a real strong team,"
Monica Stratton said.
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Moodie, a junior,
is ranked No. 2
in the country.
She is one of
the six members
on the nationally
contending
SJSU women’s.
golf team.
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Ralston announces 21 new recruits

Letter of intent gill needed

the necessary players for defense,"
Ralston said.
Two of the defensive linemen,
Sean Duncan (6-4, 247) and Short
Kendall (6-3, 240) are transfers
from the University of Pacific,
which dropped its football program. Both were starters for UOP
and will be battling for starting
spots on the Spartan team.
Other
defensive
hopefuls
include two talented linebackers,
Josh Parry (6-2, 210) and Anthony
Cornelius (6-1, 225), both high
school seniors. Parry was named
the 1995 Cal-Hi Sports mediumsized school "Player of the Year" at
Sonora High and Cornelius was a
three-time, all-league player at San
Pedro High.
On the offensive side, the
recruits include two linemen, two
quarterbacks, two tight ends, and a

By Russell Hall
Sparer Deily sex wrier

After losing 13 starters and
eight other lettermen from last
year’s team, head football coach
John Ralston announced 21 new
recruits for the 1996 season.
Although the 21 recruits have
expressed interest in attending
SJSU, they all need to sign a letter
of intent to make it official and
have until April Ito do so.
"One player told me he is having a signing party tonight,"
Ralston said. "Others take more
time to decide and even switch
schools at the last minute."
Of the 21 recruits, 13 are defensive players, including seven linemen. Ralston wanted to bolster his
defense.
"With the recruits, I feel we got

Magic still force on court
DENVER (AP) - When the
ball is in Magic Johnson’s
hands, so is the game, and
that’s still the way he likes it.
"I want to play in the fourth
quarter when it’s winning
time," Johnson said after leading the Los Angeles Lakers over
the Denver Nuggets 99-78
Tuesday night.
Johnson, in his fourth game
since ending his retirement last
week, is 36 and noticeably larger than in his prime. But he
remains a force.
In 33 minutes Tuesday night,
he
missed a triple-double
with 16 points, 12 assists and
nine rebounds.
He was particularly effective
in the fourth quarter, when he
had eight points, five assists and
two rebounds to help the
I Akers expand a five-point lead

"I figure if L.A. has sixteen million people, that’s 48 outstanding
players," said Ralston, who hopes
he has one or two of those players.
With a few exceptions. SJSU usually sticks to California for recruits.
It is financially sensible. "An out-ofstate student cost twice as much,"
Ralston said.
Ralston and his colleagues take
two approaches when trying to
recruit athletes. They try to attract
not only the athletes but their parents as well.
"We try to sell the idea of the
proximity of our complex. Our stadium, practice field and training
facility (Simpkins Center) are all
within walking distance," Ralston
said. "We also stress that the student-athlete will get a good education."

wide reciever. Tight ends Tom
Ring! (6-5, 220) and Giovanni
Toccagino (6-4, 210) will attempt
to fill the void left by second team
All-American Brian Roche, and
Ralston will be looking for a backup for quarterback Carl Dean in
Chris Kasteler (6-2, 188) or George
Harp (6-4, 180).
The football staff at SJSU has
been recruiting these prospects for
the last few months. All the coaches get together and appoint a
recruiting coordinator. This year it
was tight end coach Chris
Scrausser.
A majority of SJSU prospects
come from Southern California
because there are more athletes
there. Ralston once heard a saying
that for every one million people,
there are only three great football
players.

Phone: 924-3277

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clakn tor products or
services advertised below nor is
there wry guarantee Implied. To
classified calime of the Spartan
DaNy consist of pekl advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Saes. Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Cey, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Cat apay in pawn Man-Sun 7-7.
408-286-5880.5550 Maiden A.e.
awn San Cabs and Paivrcor.
betind the Cad aid Party Stcre.

FOR RENT

FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR.
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
avail. Ass. hins. $7./hr to start Apply
in person 1314 So. May he. Sere.

2 MIRK APARTMENT $800/11111
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 Tun balks
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
$825/mo. Secured underground
parking is available. Will not last!
Call 378-1409.

SHARED HOUSING
VALLEY FAIR Close to 2110/1100.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room +
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
Mature indMdual. $485. + dep. +
1/2 utilities. Peter 408/246-2790.

LIKE BEING PAID 3 WAYS?
Hourly wage+mileage+tips.
Come to Domino’s Pizza, 576 E.
Santa Clara St. 298-3030,
9233030, 578-3030.
ADMIN. ASSIST. IN LAW OFFICE
Part-time, flex schedule; light
phones. bookkeeping, filing; computer sys. admin; data analysis;
fax resume to 408-295-6693.
PERSONNEL/PAYROLL CLERK
To assist in busy start-up H.R.
office. Must have 1-2 years exp. in
personnel/payroll duties. Flexible.
part-time. $10$12 per hr. Student
than at SJSU. Contact: Bob Huynh,
(408) 9246378 or 924-6310.

111360/M0 1/4 UTTL First & last. CASHIERS - NEED DEPENDABLE
Carden/I-My 85. Full hcose axess. working cashiers to fill in several
Quiet, peaceful home. 266-6836. shifts at two locations. Reese apply
in person. 4th & Santa Clara
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda Chevron. 295-3964 or 269-0337.
& Taylor. Young male, non-smoker, no drugs, to share house with NANNY/111011IER’S HELPER. Los
three males, two disabled. $200 Gatos working morn seeks helper
per month, equal share utilities, for child care, light housekeeping
plus 10 hours a week assisting & errands. One school age child.
disabled. References required. YOU NEM. Up, refs. & reliable car.
GREAT HOURS: M-F, 1 to 6 flexible.
Call Cal 275-8484.
GOOD PAY: $6 to $7/hr. DOE.
Weekly paycheck. Call 356-2613.

EMPLOYMENT

SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students
with great voices, good communi
cation and the desie to male moray.
Sue 995-5905. Hiring now!
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding Job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-3793200 ext. 21.

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. schookage recreation prog.
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the
school year. turns into F/T (or P/T)
during sum, camp prog. XInt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not wail
school year? Call for summer employment-lifeguards.camp leaders).
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.

ATTENTION STIS
Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau
has a BRAND NEW ground floor
money making opportunity!!!
liEAD 9N1161 COACH /Dana Farms Don’t miss this! 1-8006566732.
Summer Rec. Team in Concord.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Coaching experience required.
mailing our curculars. For info call
Call Mary Ann @510.672-1465.
1-301-306-1207.
11.1111BUNO/IMMT. ED. TEACHERS
Need a job with a positive working BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
environment? Join the YMCA! Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips.
part-time, afternoons. Teaching Students needed tithe rnmediate
3-8 year olds. Contact Patrice area Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
226-9627x17. EOE.
International Bartenders School.
CHILD-CARE&Uts Housekeeping
25 Pry/week afternoons. Can
iive.in my Los Gatos home. Must
have refs. 8, dean (MV. 356-9089.
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
position for Contracting Co. in
Campbell. Flexible hours.Cail
408-369-1898.
PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT.
Excellent Part -Time opportunity!
We are seeking an outgoing individual to assist our Foster City
office approximately 2530 hrs/wk
with general office work. The ideal
candidate will have prior experience working in a professional
environment. Strong customer
service skills & general business
skills required. Part-time hours
114-F, flexible. Computer literacy a
plus. Qualified applicants please
fax or mail your resume to:
C. Reichert, Oakwood Corporate
Housing, 3180 Crow Canyon P.,
Ste. 140, San Ramon, CA 94583:
fAX (510) 355-0295. eoe/aa.
TEACHOW /TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants.
oddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
egeortunity. Good benefits. Irnmed.
penIngs. ECE + exper preferred.
rail Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437.
NANNY PMEDB) IN CUPOTNO
20-30 hrs/wit. $10-512/hr.
Ideal Job for. student. No Feel
Town 8, Country Agency.
1-415-325-2082.
.40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1-800-89 89778 Ext. 12236 for listings.

TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOBS
Luxurious hotels are now hiring
seasonal positions. Lifeguards.
food service, housekeepers,
host/hostess, & front desk staff.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.

WORK P/T NTH DENTLED ADU.115
evenings & weekends in their own
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater
Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in
also available.

TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING 1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 9939093.
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE earning $10 hr. to $400/week. All Students Receive 2036Discount.
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible Jobs filled on a first come basis,
hours. Serving Downtown SaVose call 408-249-8446.
Inner City Express. Apply in person.
WORD PROCESSING
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
COLLEGE STUDENT -ro DO" LIST Asian couples need your help Theses, term papers, group
_Register for class _Roommate to conceive. Can you help? projects, resumes, mini ormiCro
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy Ages 21-30. healthy and cassette transcription. All formats.
books _FlND A JOB!! _Strike
responsible. Generous stipend Fax available. Experienced,
up a conversation with that nice and expenses paid. Please call dependable, quick return.
looking person I met at registration. WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
"We can’t help you with everyLinda 408-264-4504.
thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Would you like a position that
"Resumes "Term Pacers
will compliment you’ class schedule? II1,000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS!
"Letters *Tape Transcriptions
Poskiaw wailabie throughout Sat $1,000 scholarships and various
20 years experience.
Jcse. Sala Ciao, fremat & Milpitas. awards sponsored by Packaging
Low Rates!
VANGUARD
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
408/297-3341.
SECURITY SERVICES
elgjality. Scholarships available for
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
receive 5 or more job offers. Science & English papers/theses
ccmer Scott/San Tomas.
Starting salaries from 5305+. our specialty. Laser printing. Free
For details, contact Dr. Jorge spell check and storage. APA.
ATTITUDE
Marcondes. Packaging Program Turabian and other formats.
OVER
Coordinator at 408/924-3210, Resumes, editing, graphics
RESUME
IS 207 or GCB 200.
and other services available.
International Marketing Firm
Masterson’s Word Processing.
seeks open minded, energetic
FREE MONEY For Your Education! Cal Paul or Vtrginia 408-251-0449.
individuals with desire for rapid
Apply for your share in millions of
advancement. Flex hours. Top S. unclaimed private sector aid. Call
THE PERFECT PAPER
Call to schedual interview.
"Resumes
Scholarship Resource Services.
654-9635.
408-261-8676.
"Research Papers
Manuscopts. etc.
TELEMARKETING
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 Worked with SJSU Students 8,
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. Billion in private sector grants and Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm scholarships is now available. All Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJSU.
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. students are eligible regardless of All work guaranteed. Call Jane
Near Light Rail, Transit.
grades, income, or cerent’s income. from 8am-6pm 6,1408)937-0373.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow. Let us help. Call Student Financial
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
CALL MARCIA 2664446
Downtown
408-494-0200 F60413.
Word Processing Sen. nce/Fax
408-3642700
Campbell
Editing/Format Specialist for
Office positions also available. COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
We can help. Private money.
APA Turabtan MLA
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
No pay back. For details, call
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Our 129 year-old publishing com- 510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667. Health Science/Eng./History/Bus.
International Students Welcomer
pany, Southwestern, is looking to
select 8-10 students from SJSU
ATTENTION All STUDENTSM
Close to SJSU Cameos,
to work in our summer program. Grants & Scholarships Available!
Average profit from summer work:
Call 1800-400.0209.
$5.766. For interview information
SERVICES
call (408) 241-9903.
HEALTH & BEAUTY WRITING ASSISTANCE any
"""BRAND NEWIll
subject. Why suffer and get poor
VISION 21 - An AWESOME new
grades when help is just a call
MEN & WOMEN
Tele-Communications Co. wants PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
motivated individuals for an Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing college teacher) assists with
INCREDIBLE ground floor opportu- or using chemicals. Let us perma- research & writing. Tutorial also
nity. Immediate & residual income nently remove your unwanted hair. avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
potential. 1-800-656-6732.
Back Chest- Lip Bikini Chin - Convenient Peninsula location.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty Dissertation/thesis specialist.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH If
receive 15% discount. First appt. Samples & references available.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96. Chinese & other langs. spoken.
up to $120/week!
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. Foreigners welcome! Call today
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 1934 years old. Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell. for free phone consultation:
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
(415) 5254505...alk tor Dardsl.
(4011) 379-3500.
Contact California Cryobank
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
ELECTROLYSIS CL/NIC.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Essays, letters, application
S35,000/YR. INCOME
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
statements, proposals, reports.
potential. Reading books. Toll
etc. For more info, please call
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Dave Bohck at 510-801-9554.
2236 for details.
247-7486,
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

22112.913S1IES

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

N

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
CRIME PREVENTION Ific-ORMATON
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$170- mm. (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. RI.* 408-683-5723.

3
4
5
6

3-line minimum
Two
Days

Three
Days

lbws
lbws
lines
lbws
$1 for each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fly* Addang
Days
$13 Coy sinie
$14
more
$15

Send check Or rnOney order to
Spartan Daily ClasaModa
Alter We 11/th day, rats meneases by $1 pw day. Sin Jona Mato UnIviirsity
San Jam CA 95192.0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up tab additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Special student rates

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepad S No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive pubIrcations dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

TRAVEL

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydring! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefalt, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510.634.7575.

EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok summer Quarter / discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3.500 Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6,
Info: Jule Clark. 510-885-3538.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

INSURANCE

BILSAU

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the next
issur.

CAMPUS CL_UltS
JOIN TIE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Erjoylearnirg about Insh. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927-7925 .

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or oder
for
additional information.
Cheated readers should be
reminded that, when maidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money tor goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully imestlgate all firms
offering emplownent *stings
acoupons for discount
%wattage or merchandise.

409-924-3277

OCIMLIMECOMODOODOODOMMOMOLI
mm mm
CIDEIDOCIDEIMECIIIMEIDOOMODECOODOO
DOMM77111[11EIEMOCTIOCIFOODDEODEDO
Ono
Day
$5
$6
$7
$9

SPORTS/ THRILLS

WAN=

FOR - ATIONAL , -Y RATES CALL

Name

FAX: 924-3282

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $5700 per year
AUTO INSURANCE
Save 30%- 60%
Campus hsurarce Service
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
FAST FUICRAISER Rase $500 it 5
"Good Rates for Non-Good Curers" dais-Greeks. Gams. CU3s. moevatad
tndrviduals. Fast, easy No financial
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car obligation 1-800862-1982 at.33.
Assistance with Visas and Green
CALL TODAY 2965270
Cards, Reasonable Rates, Call
FREE QUOTE
Tamara Daney- 415-267-7267.
NO HAcisi F
NO OBUGATIONAI
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
so open Saturdays 9-2.
Lose 8-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3
STUDY DESK Swiss design $100.
REAL ESTATE
weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Very functional, ideal for PC.
Guaranteed results. $35.00 cost.
MICROWAVE Almost new. $100. GOVT FORECLOSED names for Free gift. 1-800666-0841
pennies on Si. Delinquent Tax,
Call 924-4616.
Repo’s. REO’s. Your Area. Toil HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
NOT M UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. H-2236 live-in companion. Call after 4pm.
Olympia Startype Typewriter for current listings.
370-3604.
New born baby condition!
Uses letter uqality whisperdisc
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.
500 character multdine correction
with no mess tape.
Heavy-duty, GE washer tough.
Can be interfaced to a computer.
Extras included. A total giveaway
at $400 o.b.o. Call Chnstopher
1410-226-71100 a 235.

Pitt your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Ratios:

to their final margin.
"Earvin (Johnson) gives us
security in the fourth quarter,"
Lakers coach Del Harris said.
"Everybody counts on that.
Plus, he gets to the foul line."
"We have a great guy playing
with us now," Los Angeles
guard Nick Van Exel said, "and
everybody is responding to it.
Our confidence is higher with
Magic on the team. We have a
lot of confidence down the
stretch."
Nuggets
coach
Bernie
Bickerstaff said Johnson "is
such a smart player, he sees the
floor, he recognizes and takes
advantage of things. He took
over the game in the second
hair
The win was the Lakers’ 10th
in 12 games and fifth straight
on the road.

Please check
one classification:
Clues. _Rents Houstrig
Greek Messages*
Events*
-RSeharaledEstaHteus9*
__Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found" __Hinesalurth/Beanceaufli*
_Sports/Thrills*
__FVoolrusalenteer.s.
_Autos For Sae*
__WComputanted.ers Etc
_Employment
_Opportunities

Entertanmert
_Travel
_Tutoring*
_Word Processii,Q
_Scholarships

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DB H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

ACROSS
1 Gap
6 Palindrome
name
9 "Platoon" actor
14 Christmas song
15 Whitney’s
invention
16 One-celled
animal
17 Operating at full
potential
19 Whirlybird blade
20 - out rescue
21 Naval rank
abbr
22 Prepare to
propose’
23 Pub orders
24 Fruit drink
25 Limb
26 Native of
Florence
Roy"
28
31 Subject
35 - blue
36 Bus route
37 Rich
40 Heart
42 Magazine
stand
43 Ancient
45 - lily
46 North Woods
animal
47 Attribute
50 Not rainy
51 Exist
52 Truck fronts
56 Eyes nerve
59 Pro and 60 Writer Weisel
61 Sponge oft of
62 Molded dessert
64 Jockey Corder Jr
65 - Baba
66 Pointed (a gun)
67 All set
68 Pouch
69 Fame

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Diver’s gear
2 Referring to
the Pope
3 Bandleader
Shaw
4 Chills
5 Chicago Loop
trains
6 Schedule
7 Certain
engines
8 Plus
9 Obscure
10 In the midst 01
11 Celebration
12 Wind
instrument
13 Actor James Jones
18 Fuel material
25 Sets down
26 Hard water
27 Tina Turner’s
ex
28 Wedding band
29 A single time
30 Tavern tare

31
32
33
34
36
38
39

41
44
47
48
49
50
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
62
63

Ripped
Gemstone
Ice hockey disk
Kind
Garland of
flowers
Inquisitive
P N ’s
specialty
sauit - mane
Movie
vampire
Flirtatiously
Wry
Stoop
Chopped fine
Producer DeMille
Crockett’S
last stand
Cyclist
Poorly kept
Poet Khayyam
Cornbread
Romans
garment
- elle,
Label
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Protests flare over telecommunications bill

NAN TRAM is«
Portions of the Internet will get
the electroi tic equivalent of a black
crepe border Thursday to protest
legislation tcluch would restrict online spec( h.
A legal c hallenge will also be
filed "the moment the President
signs the bill," said organizers.
The protesters will change the
background color of their World
Wide Web pages to black as soon
President Clinton signs the
Telecommunication Act into law
Thursday morning, making the letters on their screens stand out
white on a black backgiound.
They will maintain the virtual
equivalent of mourning for 48
hours to protest the legislation,
which they view as a threat to free
speech and privacy, said Shabbir
Safdar, head of the group Voters
Telecommunications Watch, a
coordinator of the protest.
The disputed provision is contained in a massive telecommuni( allow: bill Pre,ident Clinton is

cApet test
’.igii into lat. on
Thursday. The provision would
,,utlays electronic transmission of
miles cot and other sexually.
evil, it materials to minors.
The American Civil Liberties
Union and 19 other groups plan
to file a challenge to the indecency provision in federal court in
Philadelphia as soon as the bill is
signed. on the grounds that it is
overly broad and would outlaw
electronic transmissions of legal
speech.
For example. the Washington
D.C.-based Electronic Privacy
Information Center has made the
text of the Supreme Court’s historic "Pacifica" decision about
broadcast standards for indecency
available at its Web site.
"An appendix to that opinion is
George Carlin’s "Seven Dirty
Words" monologue, which the
Supreme Court found indecent
for radio broadcast. That means
we could be prosecuted for making available electronically a

66
Whether the anonymous individuals visiting sites
on the 1Vorld Wide Web are seeking information on
teen-age pregnancy, AIDS ... classical works of
literature or avant-garde poetry, they enjoy a
Constitutional right to do so privately and
anonymously. The Communications Decency Act
seeks to destroy that right.
Electr,,nit Pris at I
Supreme Court opinion," said
EPIC’s legal director, David Sobel.
The suit asks that the court issue
an immediate temporary injunction prohibiting the indecency
portion of the law.
In addition, the coalition bringing the suit fears the law would
require all Internet providers to
verify the identities and ages of all

FCC ready for Disney takeover
WASHINGTON (AP)
Federal regulators are
prepared to remove the
last obstacle to The Walt
Disney Co.’s proposed
$19 billion takeover of Capital Cities/ABC Inc.,
creating the world’s largest media company. But
they are likely to make the company divest some
properties.
If the Federal Communications Commission
approves the deal on Thursday, Disney would
replace Time Warner Inc. in the industry’s top
spot. But Time Warner would take it back if the
FCC approves its proposed $7.5 billion buyout of
Turner Broadcasting System Inc.
The most contentious issue before the FCC is
whether it should let Disney permanently own, as
it has requested, radio stations and a newspaper in
Fort Worth, Texas, and in Pontiac-Detroit, Mich.
Attorneys close to the deal, speaking on condition of anonymity Wednesday, said the commission
is ready to order Disney to shed either the radio
outlets or the newspaper in each market.
However, the commission would provide the
company with a temporary waiver probably one
year from cross-ownership rules to give Disney
time to sell or swap the properties, the attorneys
said.
Federal regulations prohibit one company from
owning a newspaper and a radio station in the

same market. A bill
overhauling
the
nation’s telecommunications laws, which
President Clinton is
slated to sign into law Thursday, would not change
that.
Capital Cities/ABC owns in Fort Worth WBAPAM and KSCS-FM and the Fort Worth StarTelegram. It also owns WJR-AM and WH1T-FM in
Detroit and the Oakland Press in Pontiac, Mich.
Since Capital Cities/ABC owned these properties before the FCC had regulations barring such
ownership, the properties were grandfathered, the
FCC says. But the grandfathered status does not
transfer to Disney.
For Disney to be awarded the permanent waiver
it seeks, it must prove that the combined ownership is in the public interest, the FCC says.
The FCC has granted only two waivers to its
newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rules. And,
the standard has been very tough that a newspaper would otherwise go out of business, FCC attorneys said.
Still, Disney might have an opportunity to keep
the Fort Worth and Pontiac-Detroit properties
because the FCC may re-examine its newspaperbroadcast cross-ownership rules within the year,
said the attorneys, who are close to the deal.
Disney and ABC officials declined to comment.

Acquisition will create
largest media company

lid tif is.ai liii. ( ’enter

1)avid Sobel
legal director

recipients of mater ial that might
be deemed inappropriate for children, resulting in the creation of
records containing descriptions of
information accessed by particular
recipients.
"Whether the anonymous individuals visiting sites on the World
Wide Web are seeking information
on teen-age pregnancy, AIDS ...

las,it al ss..r ks of literature or
as ant -garde poetry, they enjoy a
Constitutional right to do so privately and anonymously. The
Communications Decency Act
seeks to destroy that right," said
Sobel.
Other lawsuits are expected
from computer users and groups
that include the Center for
Democracy and Technology. Policy.
and People for the Amer it all Way.
At issue is what model hest represents the Internet. Supporters of
the indecency portion of the bill,
led lit the Christian Coalition, say
it regt limes speech legally to shield
child! iii. Courts have upheld the
constitutionality of such restrictions for TV and radio broadcasts.
But free speech advocates argue
the Internet is not a In omit ast
MediUM because users not only
pay fees to access the medium, but
mttst also actively search out sites.
They equate the Internet with a
library, filled with books silvering
everything from hi east cancer

information to sometimes-banned
wot ks such as "E:atchet in the
Rye." They believe reasonable
adults can be expected to decide
for themselves what they and their
children read on-line.
Even the day before the legislation was signed, it was already having a chilling effect on-line, said
Lori Feria, director of the San
Electronic
Francisco-based
Frontier Foundation.
"We’ve been getting hundreds
of messages from individuals who
are concerned about their liability.
People who are not doing anything that could be objectionable
are censoring themselves out of
fear."
One e-mail message she
received Wednesday was from a
system administrator who decided
two close two technical mailing
lists to minors because he was worried a subscriber might post a fourle tter word and make him liable
under the new law.

Committee subpoenas 28
for travel office inquiry
kl,,
N\ vim \r,irIN
Lockcd iii.t 1,011t. of wills \sill) the
Clinton .1,111,IiIistiation, a II
Committee 1Vc(Inesday issued 28
subpoenas
to
the
Justice
Department and presidential aides
seeking documents on the White
House travel office firings.
Among those receiving subpoenas from the House Government
Reform and Oversight Committee
were senior White House aides
George Stephanopoulos and
Harold Ickes; Lisa Caputo, spokeswoman for Hillary Clinton; and
former
presidential
lawyers
Bernard Nussbaum and Neil
Eggleston.
At issue are documents the aides
have, relating to the bungled May
1993 travel office firings, that the
White House has not turned over.
The single subpoena to the
Justice Department seeks all documents for investigations closed or
open regarding the travel office
matter. Such documents would

allow the committee to examine
the conduct of investigators and
prosecutors to determine how
thoroughly they did their work.
It demanded records detailing
the department’s failed prosecution of former travel office director Bill% Dale, who was acquitted
last year on embezzlement
charges. Republicans have sought
to portray the prosecution as a persecution designed to justify the
White House firings.
The Justice Department subpoena also seeks all records of communications between the department and the White House, and
any attempts by prosecutors to
obtain documents or interview witnesses in the investigation.
Rep. William Clinger, the
Republican chairman of the committee, called the subpoenas the
"only avenue left to ensure that all
relevant documents that I have
legitimately, responsibly and
repeatedly requested are pro-

duced to the (...,iigress..
Clinger said he has "had little
cooperation" from Justice.
Clinger’s committee arid the
administration have been locked
in battle over documents that the
Wliiit I louse has refused to turn
over ii the travel office matter.
The committee previously
issued subpoenas for 129 White
House documents that presidential lawyers claim are covered by
attorney-client privilege or executive privilege.
Clinger sent a letter to the
White House on Tuesday to complain that many of those documents still have not been produced.
"Many, if not most of these
items, do not appear to have been
provided to the committee even
though they are clearly responsive
to document requests from as
early as June 14, 1995," Clinger
wrote White House Counsel Jack
Quinn.

Dole taking tax-shelter heat
I \.( .TON (AP) Senate
1 , ,:der Robert Dole and
lui is it, i lizabeth have avoided
some $300.000 in taxes since the
1980s through a series of tax-shelter investments, according to a
published report.
Mrs. Dole wrote a check
Wednesday for $74,635 to an
American tied Cross fund to make
up for what she called "a tax and
accounting error" that resulted in
slower contribution than she had
intended.
Press reports last week noted a
discrepancy between the amount
of money from speaking fees Mrs.
Dole said she intended to contribute to the charity fund and the
actual sum the fund received.
Mrs. Dole, on leave from her
job as president of the American
Red Cross to help her husband’s
GOP presidential campaign, had
pledged that most of the speaking
fees would go to the fund. The
rest of the fees were held for taxes,
speech expenses and a portion for
her private retirement account.
"I was disappointed to learn
that my wishes had not been car,

ried out.- Mts. Dtilt said III .1,t.itt
mew aiiiiouncing she had corrected the discrepancy.
Money magazine found that
Mrs. Dole’s two biggest shelters
saved the couple more than
$298,000 in taxes between 1983
and 1994. The report, in the magazine’s March isstte, classified one
tax shelter as "abusive," a term
used by the Internal Revenue
Service to describe dubious deals.
Mrs. Dole, campaigning in
Manchester, N.H., said Wednesday
there was "absolutely nothing
wrong" with such Investment
strategies.
"I pay a person to handle investments...That person has invested
where he thought it would be wise
to invest," she said. "But there was
absolutely nothing illegal about
It."
David Owen, Mrs. Dole’s former
investment advisor, called her
investment in Altenn Associates, a
real estate partnership, "a pure
shelter deal." Owen later served a
federal prison sentence for filing
false tax returns unrelated to the
Doles.
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Telling

Stone

Text by Shawn& Glynn, Etc. Editor
When I was a child, I had a special toy for every holiday.
The type of toy I tugged around with me depended on the particular holiday in celebration. After the day came and went, Granny
took the toy from me and put it in a large toy box she kept in her
attic.
Granny justified this odd tradition as an effective way of
teaching me about holidays and why we celebrate them. She
thought by association, I would learn my holidays quickly. She loved
to quiz me in front of her friends. She would ask me when a particular holiday was. When I delivered the right answer, she and her
friends would applaud and giggle.
Through out most of my childhood, I associated every holiday with a toy. Halloween was "Mr. Pumpkin’s day," Christmas was
"Mr. Rudolph’s day," and Easter was "Mr. Cross-Eyed Rabbit’s day."
Granny’s intentions were good. I grew up fairly well-adjusted despite her idiosyncrasies (and there were a lot). But one particular Valentine’s Day almost ruined me.
When I was five years old, Granny bought me a plastic bow
and arrow from the old TG&Y store. The day she gave it to me, I sat
on her lap while she explained why a bow and arrow was important
on Valentine’s Day. I paid close attention to her words: "Cupid carries a bow and arrow with him. When he sees two romantic fools
who are meant for one another, he holds up his weapon and pulls,
then releases. Binrinnnggggg-blop. The arrow will fly through the
air and pierce the skin of the fool you aimed it at. Now the fools
are in love." That was Granny’s story.
So, I tried it.
Granny went to the store that Valentine’s Day and left me
with my Papa. loved playing with Papa. That day, however, I
thought Iliad killed him with that damn bow and arrow.
Papa was ignoring me. Not intentionally, (just perceived it
that way. Because I thought he was ignoring me, I was sure he didn’t love rue. Since it was Valentine’s Day I decided to shoot him
with my arrow.
"Papa, your gonna love me," I said. He looked up and
smiled. I stood back, pulled and released. The plastic arrow headed
right in the direction of Papa’s big Italian nose.
I wore a big smile on my face because I had just shot all
kinds of love at Papa. But suddenly he fell on the floor.
My smile diminished and my heart started pounding.
Granny had taught me a lot about holidays, but little about first aid.
I just stood there while Papa held his heart repeating, "You got me,
you got me." I began to sob. Papa was dying.
When Papa caught on that I was upset by his display, he
hopped up from the floor and quickly rushed to my side, "What’s
the matter with you?" he asked.
"I thought I killed your
I explained to Papa what the holiday was about: "Fools get
shot with love by a little naked boy with wings. I think his name is
Rupis." From that day on Valentine’s Day became "Rupis Day."
I never forgot Valentine’s Day and certainly not the cheesy
little bow and arrow Granny made me play with, nor the episode
with Papa. I suppose Granny’s teachings worked.
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Featuring the
most dangerous
woman in
America:

4Hother
Moms
Text by Michael Barton

She was called "the most danger, ii. is ’man in
America" by the powerful lords of the todustrial reW10Illti(,11. As a labor union agitator, she spoke out linworking people and the poor. Dressed in the Vie toriim
clothes it a woman with dignity, she traveled the country lu train and horse and buggy, calling attention to
imp irtant social issues of the time through her brilliant voice, humor, and sense of theater.
She was a small, gray-haired maverick who spoke the
language of the poor and called them her children.
The pe, pie in turn loved her and called her "mother."
Ilarris "Mother" Jones (1830-1930) was a true
ii Ii of the early labor movement in America. A
iii
kis\ figure in the struggle for workers rights, Jones
ii’mained a "hell raiser," in the words of some, until
slit was nearly 90 years old. Mother Jones’ character
( limes to life in a performance by Ronnie Gilbert at
the San Jose State University Theater at 7 p.m. on Feb.
9-10, and 2 p.m. on Feb. II
The play, titled "American Agitator: Ronnie Gilbert
as Mother Jones," launches a semester of Steinbeckrelated presentations.
’The theme is especially relevant today considering
the anti-labor sentiment and lack of history in the
U.S.," said Stanley Baran, chairman of the theater arcs
department. "When we began, we met with the community and they said ’If you use the word labor, you
will get no corporate sponsorship.’" After consideration, the spring semester series was covertly titled:
"Steinbeck’s Legacy: In the souls of the people." With

Ronnie Gilbert plays Mother Jones in "American Agitator,"
which opens tomorrow night.

the \ hither Jemes story launching the
series. o [early the message is abenit labor
am! the dignity of working people,"
Baran said.
"American Agitator: Ronnie Gilbert as
Motheriitnes" is written and performed
by Gilbert with music by pianist Jeff
Langley. Directed by Maureen llothnan,
the play is "rolled into" SIMI and performed only with Ireful i( al help Is Ole
university. The play consists 1 wo at ts.
each 55 minutes long.
Gilbert, a well-known figure on television in the ’50s, is most notably known
for her singing role in ’The Weavers."
After a rise tel stardom, the group,
deemed "subversive," was blacklisted
front American television and radio during the Mc(:arthy era because of the
group’s social activism.
Gilbert became involved in acting and
has enjoyed a successful solo career as a
singer and actress, with numerous recent
releases including a live performance on
PBS and a book on Mother Jones’ life.
She recently returned from New York,
where she WAS involved in a documentary
about "Peter. Paul and Mary," the popular folk music trio.
Gilbert studied Mother Jones and
wrote the play herself. Her book, "Face to
Face with the Most Dangerous Woman in
America," reflects on Mother Jones’ life
and the connection to her own.
"If you start reading about it, labor is
fascinating," Gilbert said. She said she is
concerned that labor history is not widely
known, citing the fact that Mother Jones
was recently just added to the Labor Hall
of Fame.
Gilbert said she brings the play to the
stage to educate a public removed from
the past. She is also concerned that people are not aware of the struggles still in
existance.
"You don’t read much labor news

Ii

us,

ii

is MO Si’S.

I he lulu

she
«,111(1 MIT

natural ti lei. slit. said.
"%Iv mother was a ’unionist and socialist." t. ;illwrt said. "I grew lip singing
’union songs."
She described a rtIVIII es iii I tIe that
stood out while I Ili foul’ III lielltlessee
After hearing Alm flit a strike in the nil,paper. she derided bit so’ what it was all
about.
"We went thew and dies li.iil petopli journalists - from all t Act the st,IIiI that
were covering thu sti iki. is ept tit im
here (in the I ..S )." she said -The’,
were some ft ’otti ’In I last I Um’s’ and
other altername
hut 11111 the mainstream press."
She said the mainstream press WI 1111(1
not cover the strike lot, aww, "it there
was no blood, then thew ts.is Ili) sIf WV"
aurio)
oloqj
Gilbert said the. Ifs ’s! iii I ts(111111.
if
1)111
the strike was the sit his i Allitig themselves "The IMINIlleis (pi Moodier
GillX.I t said she is hi opehil Alm tot
social ai tivism, despite the la, k id Media
coverage, pointing to the use tot folk
stars and the alternative pies.
A.s a life-long perfume?. alirert is
reaching her zenith. She tiluitnates her
talents in the Mother Jones sills iii
order to carry out her own brand tit
social activism. "Singing, wr lung. playing
that is
- that is where 1 ant an activist
what I do," she said.
The older crowd who were espised to
the labor movement is her biggisr
ence, but she has seen CVidt.11«’ ot her
reaching young people.. She is
SJSU has chosen the Stembet k theme too
pursue for the semester .ind is Ii iii,pled
to kick it off with he! Ii esentation
Gilbert said she is tor oking hot ward to
I uture performances.
"I’ve always been &ling it and I’d like
to elo it more."
be Mute
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gOes
love

those people weary of unsuc
cessful first dates and tired of
For
spending hard-earned cash on
someone with no match in themistry, there are alternatives.
Today’s high-tech computer age
allows different ways to screen potential dates. One option is going on-line
where one can meet people with similar interests and not rely on chance
encounters.
Although on-line dating means different things to different people. some
people are only interested in talking
to fascinating people from around the
globe. Others, however, may be looking fir that special someone in cyberspace.
The Internet is versatile and allows
communication between every on-line
user around the world. However, if
you are a serious love seeker intent on
finding a mate, you might want to
limit your search.
"If you are using the Internet you
can talk to local people by getting into
the main servers of other universities
such as 1.1C Berkeley," said SJSU computer lab technician Albert Tang.
A bulletin board system (BBS) is
another option. It is a high-tech version of a classified ad, a dating board
where love seekers fill out an electronic questionnaire and create a personal
profile. Operators of the services are
then able to pair people up.
David Fox, author of "Love Bytes,"
advised users to be as honest and specific as possible but never give a full
name, address, telephone number or
workplace, for safety reasons.
Users are free to "roam" around
and speak to different users. They can
visit various "chat rooms," sometimes
referred to as "electronic pubs."
The longer one stays on line and
meets other users, the better the
chances are they will find someone
they would want to actually date," said
Mike Barletta, computer lab consultant at SJSU.
If anybody makes a love connection on-line, it’s usually through the
use of a BBS. "It happens all the time.
My ex-girlfriend married someone she
met off a BBS," Barletta said.
Barletta also knows people who

Text by }tassel! Hall

have met others on a BBS, only to find
out they live in the same apartment
complex. "A Bulletin Board Service is
a lot more personal (than the
Internet) and it is easier to find soni,
one you like who lives in your
he said.
"A lot of people chatting on bulletin boards at least have sonic interest
in making a love connection," said
Elaine Aniana, an English major at
SJSU. "If they didn’t, they would pint,ably be on the Internet, which has a
wider range of Web sites and better
graphics."
Some people may chat on-line hoping to spark a conversation with a
potential date, others just (hi it ft tt ii
"Whenever I’m caught up wit!’tm
homework and I’m bored, I will go
line to let off a little steam," said Stcs,
Templin, an engineering major at
SJSU.
Whatever the reason for conversing
on-line, it is a good idea to keep up
with the growing amount of acronyms.
Users of the Internet and BBS use
acronyms to speed up conversant tn.
Type in B-R-B to say "be right back I-M-H-0 to say "in my humble opinion." L-A-F-S transcribes to
"love at first sight" and 1.411-F means
let’s just be friends."
Expressions or emotions can also
be expressed by surrounding gestures
with asterisks ( i.e. *winks*, *blushes*). Surrounding someone’s name in
curved brackets represents a hug.
If love seekers meet that special
person, they can explore secret chat
rooms together and ask for a simulated date. Fox said a couple can "simulate" a date by watching the same
movie or eating the same food. If the
date is successful, it may be time fin
the next level: a real date.
To remain safe, there are precautions to take. Fox, in "Love Bytes,"
explained that people should never
give out infOrmation such as birth
date, social security number, and
names of family members. First dates
should should happen in a public
place.
If dating failures have become burdensome, there is always dating online. Who knows, love seekers just

pie
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Golia

points the
town
Text by Shane Lewis
does an artist do when he is on the road to
Wahat
a promising career as a painter and his paintings
re being displayed in shows all over New York?
’Me answer, according to Vinny Golia, is to trade in
the paintbrush for a saxophone and become a musician.
Audience members can see the result of his decision
when the Vinny Golia Large Ensemble performs tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall at San Jose State
University as part of a West Coast tour.
The ensemble, made up of 25 members including
Golia, will perform a selection of compositions written by
Golfs during their 14 years together.
Describing the music is like reading a recipe: mix traditional jai/ music, blend in contemporary chamber
music, add in improvisational music techniques, and you
might hit the tip of the iceberg.
Golia, however, said he is more concerned with the
end result of the music rather than defining it.
"I would like to take the audience some place and
have them really experience the band, instead of just
being passive. I want the audience to feel like they’ve
gone through a cathartic process," Golia said.
He said it was this direct relationship with the audience that made him relegate painting to a hobby and
become a musician.
"I was doing pretty good as a painter, but when you
paint you spend a lot of time alone," explained Golia.
"Painting is not an interactive art."
His music career began in 1971 when he was 21 years
old. At that time he was sketching the portraits ofjazi
musicians in clubs throughout New York.
It WAS duting one of these club visits that a musician
who was supposed to play the saxophone was too drunk
to do so. I.:cilia asked if he could play fiir him, and the

mit.ic tan said yes.
"I was astounded when the other guys (musicians)
slat led playing with me. They tin night I Was the regular
Oohs said.
I le had never played a &OH >phone before.
:kiwi- that night. Golia’s painting career came to an
I. sacrificed to the 1
gry jaws of his lllll sical awakening, which Minium! into his life’s work.
Ocilia later MI wed from his !untie in the Brims to
Los Angeles and in 19142 formed the Large Ensemble,
then made up of 14 members. Over the %rat
group has grown to 25 members, ccimprtsei i it mosiclans playing instruments such as: the intim wt, the
tuba, the flute, the violin, the cello and the piano.
"The ensemble as it is HOW IS lit /W liii iginally unit sinned it." Ocilla said. it has taken me this lc nig iii get
it this way."
Golia said he encourages the members of his
ensemble to impn wise rather than follow rigid instriseti(ins of what to play, often pr slitting interesting
results.
"Sometimes the band takes over" Colia said. breaking into laughter. "It’s fun to watch the band 111111105 Ise
their asses off Then you have to steer them bac k to
where they took off from."
For the first time in its histors, the group is et
ing on a West Coast tour, ((tint icling with the I t
t
their newest album, "Itir to mutate" (Everything
(ounts), scheduled fin next week. The Large
Ensemble has had fintr previous albums: "t :ompc ’sit I II
for Large Ensemble," "Facts of Their Own Lives,"
"Pilgrimage to Obscurity," "Decennium Darts Asian"
and "Commemoration."
Dwight Cannon, a professor of improvised music at
SJSU, is a proud owner of several Large Ensemble compact discs and encourages people to attend the concert.
’The Large Ensemble is the best of L.A.," Cannon
said, his current bout of laryngitis unable to hide the
excitement in his voice. "This is a rare opportunity to
see him, because he (Golia) doesn’t get out of town
much."
Michael Andrade, a graduate student with a major
in composition, said he also plans to see the concert
because of his own involvement with the SJSU ElectroAccoustic Ensemble, which does a lot of improvisational performances.
"It’s a chance to sees good ensemble doing improvisation," Andrade said. "I talked to Hafez Modimuleh
(professor of improvised music) and he said that these
guys were hot. I look forward to an intense concert."
Added to Ocilla’s credits are his contributions to the
musical scores of several movies, such as ’The Lost
Boys," "Star Trek IV" and "Blood and Concrete."
1 contributed to the scene in ’The Lost Boys’ where
the guy drives the truck through the house and impales
the main bad guy vampire," Golia said. 1 also played the
contrabass clarinet during a lot of the spooky, eerie
scenes."
No matter where his music is heard, Oohs said he is
just happy to be playing it.
"It’s the highest, most euphoric state I feel ... words
pale to describe it," Golia said. He paused for a second
and then added, "What really bothers me is not playing."
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Becky Cisar gives students instructions on how to do sit-ups in the water.
Text by Paul Eiser

Photos by

Ronda Bradford

Most students experience more stress than is
from the normal everyday activities
optimal and most are not good at dealing with that
Aide
people deal with, students have additional
excess stress. One solution is counseling.
sks added to their hectic lifestyles: classes,
"Students aren’t good about asking for help,"
tests. term papers, lab reports and enough reading
said Sivertsen. "Rather than getting help they let it
to till a small library. It just never ends. Too much to
happen. They feel they deserve to get kicked. There
do. not enough time to do it all. Stress keeps buildis no requirement that you have to live in a
ing, building, building ....
Cuisinart, going around and around and getting
"Stress is a process ... caused by our expectations
chopped into little pieces."
and beliefs,’ said David Furst, an SISU associate proSivertsen said counselors can help students sort
fessor who teaches a stress management class.
out stress, whether it’s academic, personal or both.
In his lass. Furst explained the two comptments
"We can help students make decisions and tell them
of stress. First, is a stressur, technically defined as
how to ;titer their course from
the stimulus or event in the
downhill."
environment that has the
Coping is striving to prevent or
aennal it’ lead to a Traction.
manage the demands made on you
Si, ml. is the sness leartivity
by stressors. Many people use nega)1 flit. real (ton to tilt 111(.111a,
tive methods to cope %it ii stress
.1114 1.111/w1) is di(’ "light of
such as drinking, smoking, using
flight- !espouse
drugs or overeating. More positive
liiithew m.ts lie two
coping methods are beneficial to
pails to sties.. human lel Stirthe body and mind in the long nm.
man( I protessta Itathal a
According to (.,tnirv ways to) Coon I ow% said dole ate also two>
hat stress include aerohit s. meditais ti’stIf sties.,.- ensues. .1ml
tion, exercise and sisualiiation.
(listless
SIM’ offers many classes and
toliN (1!st obett eusuess
Barbara Conry
tppottunities to help snidents
as "posmie lilt !Atilts that
Human
performance
idle% e sit ess. The Event ( ,enter has
hallenge us to rutue 11111
professor
aro tint dames for students and
out (1)11111111 /4,11t
non-students.
.41t n5111.
.1i
"Aerobics is exercise, dancing to
!Alban, mg p.[1,1111.111( I:
music, having a good time ... it’s
111.,11111 "
got id for reducing stress, decreasing body fat, helpIlls1less, !UAW\ CI, diminishes performance ;ind
ing the cardiovascular system and overall fitness,"
!M.\
Ils.1W.IN ii"in health and well lx-ing, she said.
sl I CV, and (11WaSt.."
said Niki Hirst, an aerobic instructor at the Event
his !cid,.
Center.
iggs SiNullseIl.1)Ildt,,,,r and a ctitinseltlf at
According to [first, students are having a good
Shl
111tss damages the immune system and
time in class. "You forget about stresses and worries.
Mist. ,1 (.1111,111(c pm( hi ’logical problems like
you release a lot of energy, good and bad, pumping
dcptc,sloll. It can result in feelings of anger,
out all that stress - it flows away."
I watt’, ins. ulcers and high blood pressure.
Along with the exercise Hirst recommends cau"st intents get sit k. I always can tell it’s midterms
tion. "Know your body. If you don’t take care you
het ate, students ate walking around sneezing and
wind up getting sick."
isherving.- said Sivertsen.
"People in min generation ft-el they are bionic
A new offshoot of aerobics offered at Spill is
aquatic exercise, or water aerobics. Boll Li ( ism, an
and then It, this t an take the abuse," Conry said.

Coping
with
Chdos

id

Distress
diminishes
performance,
moves us away
from health and
well-being...
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Corey Hartzel, a junior majoring in human performance,
works up a sweat Monday
morning in Carol Sullivan’s
step aerobics class. Hartzel
travels to SJSU from Monterey
and uses exercise to relieve
the stress of commuting.

Lars Caughlan
begins last
Friday’s Hatha
Yoga class by
leading the class
in two minutes of
meditation at
SJSU. ’Spending
10 minutes a
day in quiet
meditation will
yield great benefits. When you
are quiet you
begin to listen to
yourself. Seeing
your thoughts is
the first key to
seeing yourself.’

Stress

Continued from pg. 6

aquatic exercise instructor at sISI
said this form of eXercise is relatitt15
new.
Cisar said the popularity til aultat
ic exercise is bit stifling. In 1983.
there were 200 participants nal it
ly and in 1993 there were
participants.
"It’s becoming .1 new wave.- ( i sat
hell" teiiiti
said -.19natic exci,
it’iisit ii. depItYill III. stress, ittipti,,..
Sills,’ iii Still !wing and protn,)tes
tree iIiiiikiii’ I it, Ii it bet mist. I
can !ii liii tt. Inching fitness...
.isar Said there is less chant
Mimics with water training since
Mete is less impact than tin land.
Niiga is yet another option to take
away unwanted stress.
"Let the mind be calm anti peaceful," said Lars Caughlan, an Spit!
yoga instructor. "You are the ruling
monarch of your castle, your body.
Mediation is a way of turning the
focus inward to be at peace in your
castle."
Caughlan believes the first great
benefit of yoga is to see what your
mind is thinking, to "realize there’s
somebody in there watching the
thoughts go by."
Caughlan said the goal of the
class is transcendental consciousness,

"transcending yt air mind above
ruirmal and trunidatie thoughts.
Meditation lilxt,iu IS St ii Ii i,tui 411
that," Caughlaa said
Catighlan tem ht’s I hilfia

the unit in ta the moon .111,1 sim in
which the goal is to master 1114’Si ii
or enerkty, both 1M
.it
live. The tii(g.ti I ern tsciiis
.t1,1111% iii until nut I I ihllittilettelp.
The Sun ;tild nit tilt lii’
extrenir pntenlials." said

LA11011.111 "The idea it I l,tttti soga
is in esti’i in.

and

exiteines

satel

tilaslet them "

Yhga deals wilt] mental, spiritual
and iimIlet nial health
s %.omiel tul sNsteiti if
health:said
making ihe nunil
lhal reduces
(11s, 411111V( ling from
the sites.
the oinplesines.( .atighlan iso recianniencled
outside it ’lies like walking and
gardening.
"Yoga was dek elope. I to make
1, ,ga
you naturally health%
sun.
helped keep tile disi
vive," said Caught.’ .
Ill Ni /12,1
sets you up to stavne tile iLts
(:atighlati advises peiTle iii us
to get net it the ilegalli is si inn as
possible.

gjodzy,
anc

7/;)72Eni_v)
CTE

Text by

Lindy Boisvert
we will hting Nils Peters( na and
LL .hat lent.
t Inheiine ti rgether
as the\ shale
his Valentine’s
the list that mines Imin then t eat s oh
niendship and the arts that engulf
much of their lives.
The cl.p. Fong Galleries will iinset t
an evening of poetry and hush i died
cs( it pt
"La we’s Nit Timc’s
borrowed from a Shakespeale Siinnet.
Petri sun, a pri

Sp’s(

who

teaches Shakespeate anti treat se sst it’
ing c( nurses, will be reading his works is
well as poetry from other writers. All of
the pieces will have f me thing in common: the element of It At%
Peterson began the annual event 1.1
%eats agi i as a way of bringing art to the
wt irking class in San Jose. He said he is
pleased to hold the event in the calm
atmosphere of the d.p. Fong Galleries
this year. lie recalled a previous year
when the readings of the first event
were interrupted by a blender from the

iii

It

li.ui

in the lounge of the
1 lotel
people kept ordering
daiquiris.- Peterson said.
The tip. Ft tog Galleries are without
,Ittidt’rs and the event has been held
it
tor the past him years. Peterson
said the tunic ut is so great that the
event often results in standing nxim
only.
"A lot of tin students from 1982 still
conic back." Peterson said.
Peterst ill collaborated this event with
’hat It’ iii’ At chibeque, SJSU professor of
n list( and conductor of the nationally
known San Jose State University
Choraliers.
Peterson and Archibeque have
knovor each other for many years.
Peterson has even traveled with the
Choy:liter; during their European tour.
Archibeque referred to Peterson as a
Choraliers "groupie."
The songs the two will perfOrm are
-W. 11,111(11

all love related. Archibeque said her favorite will be a
(:olonibian low song suing in Spanish.
"All of the slings ale unusual, they’re different,"
Archibeque said.
Peterson and Archibtque will alst, perform a duel it
"Wunderbar" from the lito.ithsaN tii list( al "kiss Mt Isa it 11 p.
Tickets will he available at the d0111
Galleries (383 South First Street in San
TiCkets ,ire $7 for menthers of the San Jose I tiitty tot
iii
Poem and Literature, $10 for non-ineitibeis ai 1,1
students ’Hie ticket price includes a glass it %.iiit Anil
hors d’i

Ws,
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scalawag Ys
3tAst- Who the Doc1-ov. OlAciev’ed
Text by

Michael Barton

Hayes and Jerry Wilson had a vision of
Ilam
what was missing in a good club these days.
So they packed up their medical bags and
hr, might their idea - Scalawag’s nightclub - to
downtown San lose.
I he\ hot a simple goal. "We want to be
, tic Arc having a good time and Scalawag’s
ii .t Ii Iii tor going out," said Scalawag’s managti .tint SJSU graduate Hythtnn Kiswani.
lases, a surgeon hr 24 years, and his partner,
a hospital administrator, left the medical
indLisirs because of changes taking place which
the Sdid they felt were litr the worse. These middle-aged entrepreneurs were initially starry-eyed
about their idea of starting Scalawag’s, but found
out it was not easy. "It is far more involved than I
would have guessed," Hayes said.
Scalawag’s opened its doors Dec. 8, just as
SJS1 settled in for finals. Hayes said despite most
snidcnts being out of town, business gradually
impi med. Now that SJSU students are back in
town, he said he is hoping to see some new faces
from campus.
Located next to Thom, at 14 S. 2nd Si, the
battle for SJSU’s appetite for musical attention is
fierce. ’The guys at Scalawag’s must be trying to
get sonic of our overflow," said Toons receptionist John, who would not reveal his last name. "I
mean, it’s ridiculous to have two clubs doing the
same thing right next door to each other."
"We’re not competing with Toons," Kiswani
said. "We want to complement Toons."
Kiswani said Scalawag’s has a different offering than Toons: "Better musical variety, better
service, and a bigger room." He said Scalawag’s is
shooting to be more like a neighborhood pub.
"It’s a down home, fun bar," said bartender
and SJSU student Ryan Osterbeck.
Scalawag’s offers nightly live music and the
largest dance floor in downtown San Jose. The
sound system is isolated to the stage and dance
area to be "conversation friendly" so friends can
talk without being disturbed by loud music. The

-o

I
As the cusomers wait for their drinks Hythum Kiswani, part-time bartender and fulltime manager, puts on a show as he mixes their beverages.

club is big, and even when it is busy the bartenders are accessible at the centrally located bar.
Scalawag’s features a "consistent variety"
music venue, meaning there will be regular
theme nights - Disco, reggae, and R&B for example -but will also feature new bands. Kiswani said
the club is trying to avoid the cover-band doldrums.
If the music does not suit the customers,

Scalawag’s owners said they want to hear from
them. ’Tell us what (you) want." said Hayes.
Kiswani said he is working on booking some
national acts for the future, and wants to highlight reggae on Saturday nights by bringing in
reggae-greats, such as "Strictly Roots" on March
9. Currently, there is no cover charge, but big
venues such as this will require some cover,
Kiswani said.
For a 7-week-old club, Scalawag’s has been
pretty lively, but it depends on the night," said
Matt Anderson, a band member of "Pints of
Ale."
Scalawags does not feature food, but they can
cater parties and the mezzanine is for rent for
special occasions.

Cori Rodriguez and Lisa
Pinelli, middle left, spent some
of their Friday night, Jan. 26,
enjoying a beverage and
good conversation as bartender Mark Panattoni
acquired a beer from the tap.
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Angels
and
Insects
Text by

Lindy Boisvert
Servants and relatives scurried through
the Alabaster mansion, cleaning, feeding
and defending the queen while William
Adamson, a natural scientist, studied the
hive of ants as they performed similar tasks
on the Alabaster grounds.
Filmmaker, Philip Haas has executed a
striking adaption of A.S. Ryan’s novella
"Morph Eugenia," in his film "Angels &
Insects." Haas weaves this metaphor of parallels between aristocratic Victorian
England and savage animal instincts as
seen through the social order of insects.
From Eugenia Alabaster (Patsy Kinsit)
who sleeps in a gauzy, cocoon-like bed and
wears colorful, male-attracting ballgowns to
servants dressed in black attire like the ants
the queen ant employs, the film is a collage
of small, albeit profOund, reminders that
we are indeed animals.
William Adamson (Mark Rylance) is a
natural scientist who spent many years in
the Amazon forest collecting insect specimens only to have his elfin-Ls drown in a
shipwreck during his voyage home. Forced
to seek employment from Reverend Harald
Alabaster (leremy Kemp), a wealthy amateur insect collector, William learns the
workings of a human hive: one of a house
I ull of ears and eyes.
William is soon entangled in the
Alabaster web as he becomes taken aback
by the beauty of Alabaster’s daughter,
Eugenia, and the harsh brattiness of the
Alabaster’s spoiled son, Edgar (Douglas
Henshall).
By using vivid color, organic sexuality
and by destroying the morality that is
meant to set humans apart from insects,
Haas reveals the basic desires that are within the most "well-bred" of socialites. The
film dispells any myth of nobility in blood
lines by emphasizing the boorish outbursts
of the aristocratic Edgar in comparison to
the wise, even-tempered, working-class
William.
In an age when Darwinism disturbed
the social elite and gained credibility
among scholars, William had to educate
and live with members of the Alabaster
family. Living with a family who believed
that there was no substitute for proper
breeding brought shock and despair to an
innocent William.
"Angels & Insects" is an intellectually
provocative film and worth a trip to the
theater. It is done with delicate attention to
detail and deals with social and sexual
issues in a surprisingly modem light for the
Victorian English era in which it is set.
"Angels & Insects" (pens hiday, Feb. 9, ni
Ow Camera 3 in San Jose.

Fran
Blac
ThE Cult of Ray

Text by

Michael Barton
Alternative music icon Frank Black, known by hipsters for his hi! I tit’ ill Il
groundbreaking band, The Pixies, has released his new American R.... irdings Ieliiii
album, ’The Cult of Ray."
The name of the new release is the offspring of a "UFOlogy" meeting Black
attended with Rick Rubin, owner of American Recordings. The new album’s title
refers to Ray Bradbury, a fliturist and science fiction writer known for his all-time classic, ’The Martian Chronicles." The extraterrestrial theme carries throughout the
album with songs like ’The Marsist" and "Kicked in the Taco."
The album has a unique sound, coined as "infectiously, noisy power pop"liv Us
Magazine. The music is powerful, diverse and driving. ’The Cult if itt\ tikpi.IVS the
creative freedom Black enjoys as sole writer and producer of his first e..)1 ditig with
American.
"I guess you could say this record is pure Frank Black," said Black in an American
Recordings press release. ’This (’The Cult of Ray") really is me."
Black’s new album is a display of his talent and is no doubt a reflection of his role
with the Pixies and the Los Angeles, native punk scene. Twangy at times and slamming at others (with songs like "Mosh, Don’t Pass the Guy" and "Punk Rock City"),
most of the album is more fit for the club scene than the top-forty alternatiw airwaves.
The album is best after a couple of plays. The tunes are catchy, hut Black’s vi)cals
can get under your skin on some tracks. The lyrics are definitely null of his world and
at least five songs are simply brilliant. After the third play I was 1111111111illg aliing to
the tunes and finding a permanent home for the compact disc in ins iiik
Recorded at Sound City in Van Nuys, Calif., Black’s band it.11111
i
it’
irkman
on guitar and Miracle Legion’s Scott Bonner and Dave Met:allies ii
ss and drums.
Black goes on tour for the first time in three years, starting with
iw iii
Phoenix, Ariz. on Feb. 19. The unir will open with jr thinly Polonsks. usin is debuting
his first release, "Hi, My Name is Johnny" (also on the American laird ). Form
Phoenix, the tour heads south, and will hit the San Francisco Bay Ate.. latc April.
The Edge in Palo Alto has "a tentative date" scheduled for Black foi Sun Iii.
28.
American Recordings will be releasing the Bay Area tour dates sh.ii Is .
The album and the tour are bound to be hits in the Bay Area and liecoilk-ge airwaves due Black’s eclectic, individual style.
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Ttit4esiloy
Feb. 8

,Scitt.tecloy

A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
in Cupertino will welcome James Luna
author of Ninth of the ’80s" at 7:31) p.m.
The event is free and open to the public.
For more information, call 225-3874.

The Catalyst in Santa Cruz will
present "Blues Bash Dance Party,"
with Chris Cain Band plus Preacher
Boy. Doors open at 8:30 p.m. and
show time is at 9:30 p.m. Tickets are
$4 in advance and $5.50 at the door.

Moviday

Feb. 10

Feb. 12
Manifest Yesterday will perform with Acid Jazz and Vocals at
9:30 p.m. at the Tavern Grill in
Burlingame. No cover, ever. For
information call (415) 344-5692.

"niescloy
Feb. 13

514nclely

Feb. 11

Feb. 9

Russian composers Shostakovich and Bortniansky are
featured in a concert sponsored by the San Jose
Chamber Music Society at Le Petit Trianon Concert Hall
in downtown San Jose. Pianist Marina Gusak-Grin will
lead the program, and joining her are members of the
SJSU and Stanford faculties and the San Jose Symphony
Orchestra. Show time is 7 p.m., preceeded by an "hat trmance" at 6:30 p.m. describing the music. Admission is
$16 for adults. 312 for seniors, and $8 for children
Ii.
under 12. For more information, call (4(18)

artist Bruce
(;nunmy
llortisby will perform a rare solo concert at the San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts at 8 p.m. Proceeds will
benefit Twelveacres, which pi wides
housing for the developmentally disabled. Tickets are $20.00 and can he
purchased by calling (510) 762-BASS or
through Twelveacres at (415) 332-0644.

Maurice Sendak, illustrator of "Where
the Wild Things Are" will he at CC
Berkeley as the Avenali Poifessor of
hunanitks. lie will speak on "Descent
into Limbo ... The Creative Process" at 8
p.m. in Wheeler Auditorium. The lecture
is free and open to the public. Call The
Townsend Center for the Humanities at
(510) 643-9670 for more details.

Wediiesdciy

Feb. /4
The Dance ’theatre of Harlem begins its first of several performant es at
lellerbach Hall at UC Berkeley at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18.00, $24.00 and $32.00 and are
available through Cal Performances Ticket Office at Zellerbach Hall and all BASS outlets. To charge by phone call (510) 642-9988 or BASS Charge-by-phone at (510)762BASS and BASS Arts Line at (415) 776-1999. Tickets may be purchased at the door.

ganjfEct
in

1.

http//wivw.doonesbury.com/main.html
Follow the 1996 presidential campaign

with the cast from Doonesbury! This site
collies complete with daily briefings
and"Chat Hall," where "faceless political

tf2E,

dialogue meets unregulated technology.’

2. littp://www.cnn.com/
Go ou-line with CNN for news
breaking stories, pictures and even
video clips! Find your favorite topics

3. http://ivivw.wellsfargo.com/
or http://www.bankamerica.com/
Leave behind the long lines and
parking hassles and bank on-line
today! Instant access to your
account balance is available from
an increasing number of financial
institutions. *A secure Web browser is required.

4.ftp://ftp.nes-acla.edu
Looking for lyrics or music
from a favorite musical artists?
FTP yourself to Nevada and go
into the /pub directory and
lose yourself in a musician’s
treasure chest. From Metallica
to Man ilow, there is la mind to
be something for everyone.

in the business, showbiz, weather,

5. http://sapphire.cse.ticsc.edu/SlugVideo/dream-

food & health, sports, technology,

inn.html
Planning a trip to the beach? Curious about weather
or surf conditions? For instant weather inhumation
and live" pictures from Santa Crtu, this site is the
place to go.

style, and the politics categories. Visit
http://www.cnn.corn/alt_index.honl
for the text-only version.
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Cardiac
arrest
is just a step class away
gtan2E 0
Text by Julie A. Galvin

iEj

It all started when I called
283-SJSU and punched in
86734, the add code for my
step training class.
I will be fit," I thought to
myself. "I will be firm!" I
rejoiced. I’ll be asked to
model in a 24-Hour Nautilus
ad!" Yeah, right. At the very
least. I’ll get one unit out of
the whole darn thing and be
allowed to graduate.
So, with a spring in my step,
a smile on my face and sleep in
my eyes. I began attending
morning classes for Human
Performance 34, which mysteriously feels like torture to
someone like me, who has not
worked out since Clinton was
elected president.
(Well, maybe that’s an exaggeration. After all, I did
rearrange the furniture last
week, but I’m not sure moving
a futon and a table counts as
an aerobic activity.)
The class is about 45 minutes of sweating, stretching,

turing red, and glaring at people
outside the class who stop to stare
at us pathetic fools who are gasping and hopping for dear life.
The class has only met a few
times, but I can tell you right now
that it’s not for everybody. For
example, it’s not for sane people.
It’s not for people who like to
breathe. It’s not for people who
can’t shower, change and walk
from Spartan Complex to the
Business Tower in 10 minutes flat
And I’m not too sure it’s for me.
I knew I was in trouble when I
read the tiny print on the greensheet passed out (no pun intended) on the first day of class. The
first page began: "You know you’re
doing it right when you feel lightheaded."
That was not a good sign.
"But there are so many people
in the class; they must be here for
a good reason," I thought to
myself, looking around at the rows
of people lined up in the gym,
standing at attention behind their
purple and teal step boards.

These boards are wonderful
devices that can be adjusted to a
variety of heights. The height to
which they are stacked has a
great deal of psychological signifigance. A lot can be learned
about the people in my class by
looking at their step boards.
Four inches, just the board
itself, is for intelligent beginners, people who wish to preserve body parts they might
need later. Six inches is for
beginners who either don’t
want to look like weenies, or
have themselves convinced
they’re actually in pretty good
shape already. Eight inches or
more is for people who have
convinced themselves that life is
no longer worth living.
I will be healthy. I will get
used to drinking five gallons of
water a day. And I will eventually make peace with the fact that
cardiac arrest is just a step class
away.
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Week of Feb. 8-14.
Aries
(March 21- April 19): Ari, you have had love on your mind
lately. No matter how busy you are these days, you cannot escape
feelings of romanticism. Go with it. Valentine’s day is around the
corner and those mere thoughts will turn into reality. Relax and inhale. Do you
smell love in the air?
Taurus
(April 20- May 20): Getting back into the swing of things is
not always an easy transition for you to make. But this year,
things are a little different. You have more energy than ever before and motivation is endless.
Gemini
(May 21- June 20): You have been considering a drastic
lifestyle change, but right now is certainly not the time to make
it. Spontaneity is not your strong point this month, you must think things out
thoroughly at all times. Save change for July and August.
Cancer
(June 21 -July 22): Crying in your soft drink again, Cancer? It
is time to quit feeling sorry for yourself. Let go of scorned relationships and move on. There is a whole world of people dying
to meet you, waiting for you to come out and play. Someone wants to charm
you, so give love a chance.
Leo
(July 23- Aug. 22): So far, 1996 seems to be a year of reevaluating. Future plans made long ago, are no longer important. In
the scheme of things, you will begin to focus clearly on new career goals and
old relationship dilemmas.
Virgo
(Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Someone you know could be causing you
harm. This person pretends to care, but only for selfish,
deceitful reasons. Watch your back. Pay attention to clues, there will be plenty
of them. Once you figure out who it is, stay away. A confrontation is not necessary.

Libra
(Sept. 23- Oct. 22): You have been so
busy lately, it seems you have overlooked something very important. You need to
take some time out of your hectic schedule to review your tracks. Thu may discover hurt feelings along the way.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Seldom do you do such wonderful deeds,
unless the outcome will be of some great personal reward. Lately, you have been
superman and Mother Theresa rolled into one. You’re up to something.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22- Dec. 21): Money problems always seem to plague you
with worry. Financial difficulties should ease around Feb. 13, so
relax. Concentrate on the finer things in life. Money is certainly not everything.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You have been feeling firrtunate these days
and what perfect timing. Gracious invitations are about to
pour in and lady luck is taking her place by your side. February
is your month this year.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Let us begin with a word of caution: bite
your tongue. There are so many people you would love to tell
off these days, but it is forbidden. Relief now could mean devastation later. This instruction is difficult for you, but it is in your best interest.
Pisces
(Feb. 19- March 20): Life has been easy up until now. But it is
going to get worse before it gets better. Bad news is coming.
Surround yourself with people you feel comfortable with.
Exercise and lots of rest will help soften the blows.

February 8
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10% OFF BRANDING & BODY

L.,

CRANBERRY/ CtARIV & MOC
Slapstick trio of cranberry juice, berries
and nonfat yoenrt
us+ one of over fwenty
delicious smootkies!

JEWELRY

3

i

Full eepeesso pa,

2 For 1 Get one FREE smoothie or
coffee drink when one is pnrcilaseci
of the regnlar price withis acIffl

SAN JOSE’S EXCLUSIVE BODY MODIFICATION STUDIO
FEATURING PIERCING. TATTOOING, BRANDING, ,1ND SCARIFICATION
408-2804d0P9

{Si N. FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE

CALIFORNIA

f

rat it:::
rilaz
z ci c c 0

Grand Opening
Caffe Zuc co
Tron Z-Ittice to 3avo

74 S. 1st Street
297-9777
EXP 2-15-96

s.

Flying Pig Pub
Available for private
parties
78 South First St.
(near Gordon Biersch)
298-6710

CANDLES

ut’N

Full Bar and Menu
-Daily Drink Specials
-Hog Wild Happy Hours
-Open Air
Seating/Fireplace
-Free Darts/liar’s
Dice/Pass the Pigs
20% off entire bill with
student I.D.
(mitading haw hour Sc dad% special)

JEWELRY
TOYS
T-SHIRTS
AND STUFF YOU CAN’T
CET ANYWHERE ELSE!

10% OFF WI STUDENT ID.!

325-8 S. FIRST ST. S.J.

408-28-SMACK

SANTA CLARA

O
O
O

O

DIRECTORY
PIERCE INK
SMACK!
CAFFE ZUCCO
FLyING PIG PUB

